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MS student earns state honor
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Amanda Kiipplui winner of the
Fourteen-year-old Amanda
Governor's Challenge Youth Award for
)pfel has spent hundreds of
plays with kittens at the Murrayloway
the
2005.
Murray-Cal
t
hours
Shelter . Callowz.iy County Animal Sheller on
Animal
County
befriending and caring for
Monday. Knopfel was awarded the
unwanted or stray dogs and cats.
• honor on Friday in FrankfOrt for volunAnd for her unselfish acts to an
teering hundrtds of hours at the shel-.
often forgotten public service.
ter during the past year taking care of
the Murray Middle School
the animals
eighth-grader was honored with
the state Challenge Youth Award
during a ceremony in Frankfort
on Friday.
She was one of 17 winners
selected in nine categories of the
2004 Governors Volunteer
Awards by the Kentucky
Commission on Community
Volunteerism and Service of the
Cabinet for Health and Family
Services.
During a visit to the shelter
on Monday, Knopfel continued
what she calls "a labor of love."
"I feed the animals, clean
their cages and take them for a
walk. It's fun," she said while
petting a small, white kitten. "I
just like being with the animals
and playing with them."
Photo provided
School work keeps her too
busy to volunteer much time at Amanda Knopfel, winner of
the shelter during the week, but the Governor's Challenge
when the weekend comes Youth Award 2005, poses
around she's on the job as soon with Gov. Ernie Fletcher
as she can get there.
and Marla Montell, commisKnopfel said that she really
sioner of the Department of
favorite
a
doesn't really have
animal at the shelter and she Human Support Services in
already has two dogs and a rab- thg Cabinet for Health and
bit at home. She also dreams of Fatnily Services.
working with animals full-time
cages to the bigger cats. "I want
when she gets older; possibly as
to do some work like this when I
a veterinarian.
"I just like all animals." she
said running from the kitten •See Page 2A

Hazel officials
to examine
street needs
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — Although the pavement on most of Hazel's
streets is intact, there's still some work to be done along the edges
of some and down the middle of others to make them ready for
another year of summer heat, winter cold and spring rain.
That's Mayor Harold Pittman's assessment of what the city
will do with approximately $22.000 in state road funding this
summer; if the money is available by then. Potholes, caused by
moisture, temperature changes and wear, are the primary obstacle
to a smooth ride down some of the city streets.
"We have some potholes that we need to fill," Pittman said
during a drive around the town on Monday to assess the situation.
"Other than that, our roads look pretty good. We don't have any
streets that are really in bad condition, and I think we can take
care of the worst of it this year."
The potholes are primarily located along the sides of Center
and other streets, and at intersections where two thoroughfares
meet on back streets. Some, such as Main Street. are maintained
by the qate, according to Pittman, who said he and a representative of a local paving company had previously taken an assessment of the roadways to determine where the problem areas were
located.
"We should be able to get most of it done if we get the money
_soon," Pittman said, referring to about $14,000 in annual state
road allocations, plus an additional $8,003 approved in the state's
new biennial budget.
One potential problem area is Fifth Street, which may need to
be repaved from end to end soon.
"It's OK for right now, but it could become a problem pretty
quick if we get a lot of rain or a lot of bad weather next winter."
Pittman said, pointing out a crack down the middle of the roadway that indicates the pavement is beginning to break up. "It will
probably last for another year, but sooner or later it will give us
trouble. There's already some stuff growing out of the middle.

II See Page 2A

Broken Promise
Relay wristbands serve as
reminder to 'Celebrate Hope'
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Participants in this year's
Calloway County Relay for Life
are hoping a trend started by
cancer survivor and six-time
Tour de France champion Lance
Armstrong leads to increased
donations.
Where Armstrong began
wearing a narrow yellow band
message
the
proclaiming
"Livestrong,- during lit year's
Tour, a group i volving
Murray's First United Methodist
Church, along with the Alpha
Glamma Delta sorority and
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity of
Murray State University, are utilizing a purple band, covering
one of the main colors of the
event that is intended to raise
money to fight the battle against
cancer.
The bands are available for a
$2 donation.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Purple bands proclaiming "Celebrate Hope" are selling
quite well as the annual Relay for Life in Murray
approaches.
"They're just little silicone
bands, but it seems like everybody is wearing them these
days. You see so many different

ones now, too, the ones with the
causes on them," said Danielle

II See Page 2A

Group wants FBI to handle Currin case
MAYFIELD. Ky.(AP) — A
national civil rights group is
calling for the FBI to investigate
the unsolved murder of a black
woman as a hate crime.
Alton McDonald, an investigator' with the Rev. Al
Sharpton's group, the National
Action Network, said the way
Currin was killed qualifies as a
hate crime.
Currin's burned body was
found behind Mayfield Middle
School on Aug. 1, 2000. The 18year-old new mother was found
•

Attorney
Commonwealth
more than 48 hours after she
Trooper
and
Hargrove
David
died.
Monday
said
Meadows
Barry
murder/hate
unsolved
"The
crime of Jessica Melissa Currin there are no signs the murder
is no longer a Mayfield or was a hate crime.
Both blacks and whites are
Kentucky problem," McDonald
investigation in this case,
-under
conference
said during a press
said.
Hargrove
has
murder
"Jessica's
Monday.
Then-Graves Circuit Judge
now become a national concern.
It is now an American problem John Daughaday dismissed murder charges against Jeremy
that must be solved."
Adams in February 2003 on the
contacted
has
McDonald
of a trial. The judge found
eve
Stumbo
Greg
General
Attorney
and asked for support in getting
II See Page 2A
the FBI involved.
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Student killed in pre-dawn dorm fire at
Tennessee university; two others injured
Tenn. Jerry McDonald of Hamilton
COLLEGEDALE,
(AP) — A pre-dawn dormitory County Emergency Medical
fire killed one student Tuesday. Services.
The cause of the blaze was
and two others were rescued
immediately known. Fire
not
and
window
third-story
a
from
taken to a hospital, officials said. officials said most of the damFirefighter& saw flames com- age appeared to be around a
ing from the roof of the three- third-floor laundry and lobby
story women's dorm at Southern area in the brick building, called
Adventist University when they Thatcher Hall.
The student who died was
arrived about 4 a.m., said Lt.

Kelly Weimer, a junior English
major from Woodridge, Ill., the
school said on its Web site. The
two students taken to a hospital
non-life-threatening
had
injuries.
Natalia Lopez-Thismon, 18,
a freshman from Miami who
was on the third floor, said she
thought the alarm was a drill.
"I thought to myself. 'Why

•Honor ...
From Front
get out of school. I just think it
would be fun working with the
animals and maybe curing some
of them."
Debbie Duran, assistant
supervisor at the shelter, said
Knopfel's help is very valuable
to the operation. Although her
hours vary. Duran said Knopfel
puts in a lot of time taking care
of the animals.
"Oh, she does a real good job
here," Duran said. "She bathes
the animals and cleans their
cages: talks to them. She does a
lot.Leisa Faughn. a guidance
counselor at Murray Middle
School, nominated Knopfel for
the award. She said Knopfel
became interested in the job
after hearing about it at the
school. Her dedication soon led
to putting in as many as 52 hours
each week during the summer.
"Amanda hopes to use her
experience and skills after graduation to open her own busi.ness," Faughn said in her recommendation letter. "Amanda is
very conscientious and has a
gentle spirit. Her hours of dedication to her volunteer project
are a testament to her character."
In fact. Knopfel has given so
many hours to the shelter that
she was often mistaken as a fulltime employee, according to
Faughn.
"The shelter sometimes forgot when this school year began
that Amanda was in school and
would call her home requesting
her to come in," Faughn said.
"She remember, how they
would call her last summer and
ask her to come in immediately
or get there early the next day..peech in Frankfort

are they holding a fire drill?'
opened my door to see if it was
a real fire and I smelled smoke,"
she said. She said the flames had
eaten through about halt of a
couch in third floor lobby, but
she didn't see anything else
burning.
The 2,400-student university
in Collegedale, a Chattanooga
suburb, is affiliated with the
Spring, Md.-based
Silver
Seventh-day Adventist Church.
"This is affecting us very
deeply here at the university,"
university President Gordon
Bietz said in a statement.
The fire is the second tragedy
at the college in recent months.
In December, a plane crash
killed the pilot and four church
leaders who had been at the university for a meeting.

SheriffPoittelogs
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
•A caller reported her boat and dock missing at 11:07 a.m. Friday.
She was advised to call the state fish and wildlife department.
• A car fire was reported at 11:35 a.m. Friday on Sunset Drive
near Dexter. Calloway County Fire-Rescue was notified. The fire
involved a possible stolen car.
• A caller on Myers Road in Hazel reported that a shed was on
fire behind the residence. CCFR and Hazel Fire Department were
notified.
• Extra patrol was requested Monday morning because several
mailboxes were vandalized over the weekend and there four:
wheelers in the evening hours.
• Criminal mischief was reported on Potts Road at 12:45 p.m.
Monday.
• Identity theft was reported at 8:18 p.m. Monday at an apartment
at 906 Broad Street apartment. The complaint was referred to
•
Murray Police Department at 8:24 p.m. Monday.
Murray Police Department
• A theft from a vehicle was reported at Tropics Tanning salon at
Five Points at 9:59 a.m. Monday.
• Someone came into the station to report the theft of a license
plate a`t 1:18 p.m. Monday.
Murray State University Police Department
• The theft of clothes was reported at 3:25 a.m. Sunday at White
College. A case for theft by unlawful taking less than $300 is
under investigation.
• lterris were reported missing from the front of Oakhurst at 9:23
a.m. Sunday. A report was taken and remains under investigation.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

WKU frat fire intentional •Currin
BOWLING GREEN,Ky.(AP)— A blaze that destroyed a fraternity house near Western Kentucky University was intentionally set,
fire investigators said Monday.
An investigation into the fire was continuing, said Marlee
Boenig, a spokeswoman for the Bowling Green Fire Department.
Hoenig declined to release more information about how the fire
started because of the open investigation.
Four Men were in the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity house'on
College Street early on April 10 when the fire broke out. No one was
hurt in the blaze.
SAE alumni adviser John Minton said fraternity members were
informed the day after the fire that investigators were looking at the
possibility of arson.
"It raises an aspect of the matter that we don't want to think
Photo provided
somebody would set a fire in a house that was occupied
Amanda Knopfel, an eighth-grader at Murray Middle about: That
were asleep," he said. "The thought of what could
who
people
by
School, is joined by her parents, Herman and Donna
have happened is just horrible."
Knopfel, and Leisa Faughn (left), her school guidance
Minton said house members and advisers are continuing to coopcounselor, following a ceremony in Frankfort on Friday erate with investigators.
when she was awarded the Governor's Challenge Youth
"We are as anxious as they are in finding out what happened."
Award. Knopfel was one of seventeen award winners
statewide honored for volunteering their time to charitable causes.
honoring the recipients. Gov. Kentucky's long, rich tradition
Ernie Fletcher noted that volun- of volunteerism and community
teerism exemplified by Knopfel service."
From Front
•
Knopfel is the daughter of
and the other honorees is synonymous with the pioneer spirit Herman and Donna Knopfel, of Schwettman, FUMC's youth
Vine Street. The couple accom- director, who said the purple
that built Kentucky.
"The spirit of neighbor help- panied her to Frankfort late last bands have been making their
ing neighbor is as native to week and to the animal shelter way onto the wrists of many of
her charges at the church and
Kentucky as the Appalachians; on Monday.
-Were really proud of her," their friends since going into ciras much a parr of our culture as
our beloved thoroughbreds," the said Donna Knopfel, "We're culation a little more than a
governor said. "It's an honor for going to put her award on top of week ago.
"We're completely out here.
me to salute these eitraordinary the TV set."
Our kids were given 100 of them
people who are carrying on
and they're already gone. We're
hoping to get a new shipment in
very soon."
Handling the arrangement for
that shipment are Hazel's

Town Crier

JO
N

NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11:30
a.m. Wednesday in the board
room. The agenda includes
Updates about the West View
expansion project and the
Center for Health and
Wellness and YMCA partnership.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Ronnie and Terese Shemwell,
whose daughter, Tiffany, is also
in on the distribution part of the
mission. Tiffany, a senior at
Murray State University and
also a member of FUMC. is a
cancer survivor who has been
heavily involved with the Relay
the past seven years. She has led
her sorority's team into the event
every year she has been part of
it. Alpha Sigma Phi is joining
that team this year.
Each of the Celebrate Hope
band distributors was originally
given 100.
"I just thought this would be

irrr‘

Tonight will be
mostly cloudy.
HIGH:
Wednesday will
be partly cloudy
with highs in the
mid 60s.
Wednesday
night will be
partly cloudy.
with lows in the
mid 40s.
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Police
Mayfield
a
that
to
failed
detective
t
Departmen
turn over evidence in a timely
manner to Adams' attorney.
Kentucky State Police then
took over the case.
"This case has been started
over twice," Hargrove said. "I
think it would be redundant to
turn it over to the FBI."
But for Joe Currin, Jessica's
father, having the case open for
nearly five years is long enough.
"It's time to move on," he
said. "Hopefully, the FBI can get
things done."
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•Hazel ...
From Front
We're going to have to do something with it pretty soon.A list of which streets need
repair the most will be ready
before the work is put up for bid,
but before anything can happen
Pittman said the city must know
when the state funding will be
available.
"Hopefully this summer.
Hopefully," he said. "It'll help a
lot."
Before Pittman took office as
mayor in 2002, the city commission had approved a five-year
plan to repave or repair all of the
city's streets. Pittman said he
hoped to continue that plan. The
additional funding from the
state, available for the first time
this year, will help the city get
ahead on the plan in 2005.
The 'ext meeting of the
Hazel City Commission is
scheduled for 7 p.m. on
Monday. May 2.
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=1 For 3 Years
In A Row —
Zero Down
RHS Loans
YOU SHOW US:
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•100% loan, no money don
*Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

972 CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-4110
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a good idea and be an easy way
to raise money for the Relay,"
Tiffany Shemwell said, noting
how the sorority is joining with
the Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity
on Relay efforts this year.
"Everybody has been very excited about doing this, and what's
good is that I've had very few
people turn me down. I'd love
for (donations) to continue to
excel."
"It's easy to see why they
would. This is just real easy (to
persuade people to give a donation), and it's inexpensive. I
mean, it's just $2," Schwettman
added.

WEATHER
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We bill for you ... Medicare,
Major Medical, Workman's Comp.,
Supplemental Insurance.
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Wrapping up his investigation
into Saddam Hussein's purported arsenal, the CIA's top
weapons hunter in tray said his
search for weapons of mass
destruction "has been exhausted" without finding any.
Nor did he find any evidence
that such weapons were shipped
officially from Iraq to Syria to
be hidden before the U.S. invasion, but he couldn't rule out
some unofficial transfer of limited WMD-related materials.
He closed his effort with
words of caution about potential
future threats and careful assessment of this and other unanswered questions.
The Bush administration justified its 2003 invasion of Iraq as
necessary to eliminate Hussein's
purported stockpile of WMD.
"As matters now stand, the
WMD investigation has gone as
far as feasible," wrote Charles
Duelfer, head of the Iraq Survey
Group, in an addendum to the
report he issued last fall. "After
more than 18 months, the WMD
investigation and debriefing of
the WMD-related detaineet has
been exhausted."
In 92 pages posted online
Monday evening, Duelfer provided a final look at an investigation that, at its peak, occupied
more than 1,000 military and
civilian translators, weapons
specialists and other experts. His
latest addenda conclude a
roughly 1,500-page report
released last fall.
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Mayor
Friday, Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins and City of Murray
II
War
World
as
1-7
May
declaring
Tom Rushing both signed a proclamation
ty
Communi
Weaks
George
the
at
occasion
The
Veterans Week in the community.
not only
Center attracted the interest of others from the county that have served in
Judge
d;
Thurmon
James
left)
from
(front
are
Shown
well.
as
others
but
that war
and
Elkins and Mayor Rushing, (back) Everett Petty; Dave Foley; Marvin Harris
Darrel McFerron.

Democrats explore
compromise on
judicial filibusters
Republicans have threatened
By JESSE J. HOLLAND
to use their majority to change
Associated Press Writer
long-standing senatorial rules
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senate Democratic leader Harry that Democrats used to block 10
Reid is quietly talking to the of Bush's first-term appeals
Senate's chief Republican about court nominations. They fear a
confirming at least two of Democratic blockade could
President Bush's blocked judi- affect a Supreme Court vacancy
cial nominees but only as part of if a high court seat opens in
a compromise that would Bush's second term.
Democrats, who argue the
require the GOP to end its threat
to eliminate judicial filibusters, nominees are too conservative
to warrant lifetime appointments
officials say.
Reid also wants a concession to the nation's highest courts,
from Senate Majority Leader have threatened to block the
Bill Frist, officials said speaking seven nominees Bush sent back
on condition of anonymity: the after winning re-election and
replacement of a third Michigan any others they consider out of
nominee with one approved by the mainstream.
Officials said as part of an
that state's two Democratic senoverall deal. Reid has indicated
ators.
At the same time, these offi- he is willing to allow the confircials say Reid remains opposed mation of Richard Griffin and
to four conservative candidates David McKeague, both of
for other appellate circuits, whom Bush has twice nominatPriscilla Owen, Janice Rogers ed for the 6th U.S. Circuit Court
Brown,. William G. Myers 111 of Appeals. At the same time,
the Democratic leader wants the
and William H. Pryor Jr.
nomination of Henry Sand scutconfirm
not
would
Senators
details Monday, but Reid said tled. Democrats succeeded in
that he has had had numerous blocking all three men from
a
conversations with senators in coming to a vote in 2004 in
of
issues
on
turned
that
struggle
avoiding
of
both parties in hopes
well
a showdown. "As part of any senatorial prerogatives as
ideology.
as
option
resolution, the nuclear
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich.,
must be off the table," Reid said
led the opposition to all
has
in a statement referring to the
men. He said Republicans
three
filibuster
change
to
threat
GOP
even to hold hearrefused
had
rules.
former President
of
two
on
ings
on
only
spoke
The officials
to. the
condition of anonymity, citing Bill Clinton's nominees
Circuit.
6th
the
of
nature
the confidential
Democrats dgw criticism
conversations between the two
they threatened to stop or
when
leaders.
if
But Sen. Arlen Specter. R- slow the Senate's business
judicial
eliminate
ns
Republica
Pa., chairman of the Judiciary
leaders
Committee, said Sunday there filibusters. Democratic
alternative
an
stressing
began
had been a "a lot of negotiations
the day.
to try to get three judges from approach during
on
debate
force
to
attempting
Michigan" confirmed. Other
the
than
rather
agenda
own
their
vaguely
senators have referred
in recent days to discussions sur- president's.
"I've always said that we'd
rounding Bush's nominations to
sure the Senate went formake
of
Court
Circuit
U.S.
the 6th
we're going to di) it on
but
ward,
on
Appeals, whose jurisdicti
not their agenda,"
agenda,
our
Michigan.
includes
said.
Reid
This comes as senators try to
Republicans can essentially
negotiate their way out of a
filibusters by
looming confrontation over eliminate judicial
Democrats
and
vote,
majority
block
can
whether Democrats
nominees concede Frist may be only one
Bush's judicial
or two votes shy.
through filibuster threats.

Among warnings sprinkled
throughout the new documents,
one concludes that Saddam's
programs created a pool of
weapons experts, many of
whom will be seeking work.
While most will probably turn to
the "benign civil sector," the
danger remains that "hostile foreign governments, terrorists or
insurgents may seek Iraqi
expertise."
"Because a single individual
can advance certain WMD
activities, it remains an important concern," one addendum
said.
Another addendum noted that
military forces in Iraq may continue to find small numbers of
degraded chemical weapons —
most likely misplaced or
improperly destroyed before
1991. In an insurgent's hands,
"the use of a single even ineffectual chemical weapon would
likely cause more terror than
deadlier conventional explosives," the addendum said.
And still another said the survey group found some potential
nuclear-related equipment was
"missing from heavily damaged
and looted sites." Yet, because
of deteriorating security in Iraq,
the survey group was unable to
determine what happened to the
equipment, which also had alternate civilian uses.
"Some of it probably has
been sold for its scrap value.
Other pieces might have been
disassembled" and converted
into motors or condensers, an

addendum said. "Still others
could have been taken intact to
preserve their function."
Leaving the door to the
investigation open just a crack, a
U.S. official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said a small
team still operates under the
U.S.-led multinational force in
Iraq. although the survey group
officially disbanded earlier this
month. Those staying on continue to examine documents and
follow up any reports of
weapons of mass destruction.
In a statement accompanying
the final installment. Duelfer
said any surprise discovery
would be most likely in the biological weapons area because
facilities and other clues would
be comparatively small.
Among unanswered questions, Duelfer said a group
formed to investigate whether
WMD-related material was
shipped out of -Iraq before the
invasion wasn't able to reach
firm conclusions because the
security situation halted its
work. Investigators were focusing on transfers from Iraq to
Syria.
The questioning of Iraqis did
not produce any information to
support the transfer possibility,
one addendum said. The Iraq
Survey Group believes "it was
unlikely that an official transfer
of WMD material from Iraq to
Syria took place. However. ISG
was unable to rule out unofficial
movement of limited WMDrelated materials."
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How Hillary
Gained
David Rosen, the national
finance Director for Hillary
Clinton's 2000 Senate campaign, goes on trial May 3 on
charges of breaking federal
campaign
law. The
senator's
spokespeopie insist
that she didn't gain from
the alleged
crime —
that the camMorris
paign realAdvisory ized no
By Dick Moms financial
Syndicated
benefit from
Columnist
Rosen's
understating
the costs of
a gala Clinton Hollywood fundraiser.
Not true. Hillary's campaign
realized not just a huge benefit,
but one critical to her election
chances.
Under the arcane rules of
the Federal Election
Commission at the time, campaigns could use soft money to
pay for fund-raising events —
provided the gathering's costs
came to 40 percent or less of
., the total of hard money raised.
(Soft money was far easier to
raise: Donors could give up to
$25,000 of soft money, but only
$1,000 of hard money).
Hillary's Hollywood gala
raised $1 million in hard money
that August. This meant that the
campaign could use soft money
to pay for all costs up to
$400,000. David Rosen conveniently reported to the campaign treasurer that the event
did, indeed, cost $400,000,
avoiding the necessity of spending any hard money on the
affair.
But the federal indictment
of Rosen, FBI affidavits and the
testimony of the event organizers — Peter Paul and Aaron
Tonkin — all confirm that the
extravaganza's true cost was at
least $1.2 million. Press leaks
suggests that the feds may have
Rosen on tape acknowledging
that he understated the cost of
the event on purpose.
Here's why he would have
done it: If the real cost of the
event were $1.2 million instead
of $400,000, the campaign
would have had to use hard
money to make up the difference. The Hillary Clinton cam-
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paign would have had $800,000
less of hard money to spend
running TV ads and funding
get-out-the-vote operations.
And, at the time of that
fund-raiser, Rick Lazio, the
GOP candidate, had challenged
Hillary to refuse to accept soft
money. He found himself awash
in hard money — small checks
from Hillary haters across the
country. But First Lady Hillary
Clinton was heavily dependent
on large checks from fat-cat
donors whom she and the president wined, dined, photographed, and hosted at the
White House. And these folks
gave a lot more than $1,000
each.
Hillary temporized and
delayed;but the handwriting
was on the wall. On Sept. 24,
the candidates agreed on a softmoney ban. Now she had to pay
for it all with hard money. And
she was hard up for hard
money.
So if Rosen had owned up
to the full cost of the fundraiser,
the campaign would have t)ad
to cough up $800,000 of hird
money at exactly the time that
it needed the funds the most.
Did Hillary know? Paul and
Tonken say she did, and it
seems obvious that she must
have: Hillary followed every
dime in her campaign, personally calling donors for most of it.
How could she possibly not
have known of a decision that
saved her $800,000?
But the person who knows
if she knew is David Rosen. If
found,guilty, he faces a potential sentence of 15 years. lithe
feds threaten him with jail —
and it's hard to see how they
wouldn't —Rosen faces a
choice: Tell the truth or go to
prison.
Rosen is no long-term
Clinton loyalist like Webb
Hubbell, nor did he have an
affair with a Clinton (as Bill
implied to me that Susan
McDougal did). And there is no
Clinton in the White House to
pardon him if he goes to prison.
David Rosen is a young man
in his late 30s, with a life ahead
of him. He would be a fool to
go to jail to protect Hillary.
If he did, she wouldn't even
visit him.
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'Cover the Uninsured'

Imagine facing serious illness, a life-threatening medical
condition, physical deterioration
that will eventually lead to
being unable to take care of
yourself. For most of us, the
thought is frightening.
Now imagine what it would
be like to confront these issues
without benefit of.he,alth insurance.
In Calloway County, at least
14.1 percent — or 4,889 — of
our fellow citizens know how it
feels to fall into the ranks of the
uninsured. And since this figure
is taken from county-level estimates for 2003, one can assume
that today there are even more.
In 2000, when I started -writing about the uninsured, there
were around 40 million
Americans who fell into this
category. Today, the number is
estimated to be somewhere
between 45 and 47 million, with
the upward trend continuing.
In our region of Kentucky,
the Jackson Purchase, 13 percent of the population is uninsured. With Calloway County
weighing in at 14.1 percent, the
only other county in the district
with a larger share of uninsured
is Fulton, at 14.4 percent.
People without health insurance are more likely to postEileen McGann contributed pone medical attention or
forego it entirely, and all of us
to this column.
share the burden of the consequences. As the cost of coverage continues to rise faster than
the rate of inflation, there is a
need to examine the scope of
this problem and explore feasible solutions.
The Kentucky Health
Insurance Research Project is
conducting a series of public
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
meetings on the problems of the
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
Mon.- Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
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uninsured and
under-insured
on Monday,
May 2, in
Paducah. The
forum is
scheduled for
6 pm at the
West
Kentucky
Community
Main Street
and Technical By Constance
College,
Alexander
Crounse Hall, Ledger & Times
Room 101.
Columnist
Light refreshments will be
served.
The meeting will begin with
a brief presentation on the
nature and scope of the problem
and an overview of the research
project that is now underway to
study it and propose and
advance solutions. The major
part of the session, however, is
dedicated to hearing from those
who attend about the extent and
the consequences of the problem in western Kentucky.
The research project is funded through a grant to University
of Kentucky's Center for ),
Excellence in Rural Health,
working in partnership with the
Kentucky Long-Term Policy
kesearch Center and University
of Louisville's Center for
Excellence in Urban Health.
Michal Smith-Mello, of the
Long-Term Policy Research
Center, is project manager of
will be facilitating
the
the session in Phducaluext
week.
'The forum will be an
opportunity for people to talk
about their own experiences.
We need to know what is happening throughout Kentucky

related to access to health insurance and the uninsured," Ms.
Smith-Mello said. "If we don't
get the information, we will
never be able to do anything
about it. People can be financially devastated when they do
not have health insurance, and
we are all compromised as a
result."
Cover the Uninsured, a
week-long observance, is slated
for May 1-8 this year. The purpose is to focus on health care
coverage needs for all
Americans. According to information posted on the Web site,
of the 45 million-plus
Americans with no health insurance, more than 8 million are
children. Moreover, eight out of
10 uninsured Americans either
work or are in working families.
In Calloway County, we are
fortunate to have the Angels
Clinic to serve the working
poor who are uninsured, but
that does not address the whole
problem. Most of us are a plant
closing or a downsizing away
from losing group health insurance. And for the self-employed
who cannot gain access to
insurance through group coverage, the rates are so high - and
escalating at a rate that totally
outpaces the rate of inflation that health insurance in unaffordable.
From coast to coast and border to border, individuals and
groups have scheduled events
that spotlight access to health
insurance and the uninsured. An
array of religious leaders are
encouraging faith organizations
and congregations to learn more
about the plight of the uninsured and to speak out for the
goal of health care coverage for

all Americans.
"Americans without health
coverage represent every race,
ethnicity, religion and region of
the country," declared Richard
Land, Ph.D., president and CEO
of the Southern Baptist
Convention's Ethics &
Religious Liberty Commission.
"Wherever we Pray, chances are
very good that someone near us
is tmable to get the health care"
they need because they do not
have insurance coverage," he
continued.
"Although Americans
observe faith traditions that
encompass a wide spectrum of
beliefs, all hold that life is a
holy gift to be cherished. We
are called to care for one another, provide healing and prevent
suffering. That is why we joint
together to support Cover the
Uninsured Week."
Another forum is slated for
.western Kentucky in
Hopkinsville on Tuesday. May
3, at 6 pm at Murray State
University's Hopkinsville
Regional Campus,5305 Fort
Campbell Blvd. For further
information contact Michal
Smith-Mello at 800-853-2851
or 502-564-2851. The Kentucky
Long-Term Policy Research
Center's Web site is www.kltprc.net/news.htm.
Additional background on
Cover the Uninsured is online
at hup://covertheuninsureclweek.org.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercorn.
Contact the columnist directly
at constancealexander@charter net.
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Obituaries
Alton B.(Spooky) Stracener
Alton B. (Spooky) Stracener, 72, Kirk's Trading Post Road,
Buchanan,Tenn., died Saturday, April 23,2005,at Jackson Madison
County Medical Center, Jackson, Tenn. His death followed a long
illness.
A retired U.S. Air Force traffic manager, he
served in the Air Force from 1951 to 1971. He
was a former co-owner of Decades Ago Antique
Mall in Hazel, Ky. He received his bachelor science degree from Volunteer State, Nashville,
Tenn.
Born Dec. 2, 1932, in Old Hickory, Tenn., he
was the son of the late Edward Houston Stracener and Mattie Lou
Childress Stacener. Also preceding him in death were two daughters,
Connie and Donna Stracener, one sister, Stella Fuqua, two brother
James and Edward Stracener, and two grandchildren, Nikki
Vanderford and Danielle Krietz.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. BeverlY Joyce Weaks Stracener,
to whom he was married May 6, 1955; six daughters, Mrs. Brenda
Krietz, Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Linda Clark and, husband, Kenny,
and Ms. Patricia Stracener, both of Buchanan, Tenn., Ms. Cynthia
Stracener and Mrs. Wanda Gordon, both of Calloway County, Ky.,
and Ms. Debbie Stracener, Biloxi, Miss.; 10 grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren.
The funeral. will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Bro. Kenneth Basham of
Russwood Shores Baptist Church will officiate.
Pallbearers will be daughters and granddaughters. Burial will follow in the New Beaver Dam Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday) and after 9 a.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Jayne Elizabeth Wilham

NATIONAL
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Toddlers found in Ga. pond
WARRENTON, Ga. (AP) — Two toddlers who were reported missing from their
home over the weekend were found dead in
an algae-covered sewage pond a few hundred yards away Monday after a two-day
search.
The cause of death was not immediately
disclosed, and Georgia Bureau of
Investigation spokesman John Bankhead
silld it was not known whether the youngsters were the victims of foul play. Autopsies
were planned.
Nicole Payne, 2, and her brother. Jonah.
3, were reported missing on Saturday from
their lakeside house about 100 miles east of
Atlanta. The children's mother called
authoritil report that the toddlers vanished afte she went into another room.
Police said their mother found the front door
open and the children gone.
Bankhead said green algae made it difficult to see the children when authorities first
searched the 1 1/2-acre pond, situated at the
end of road behind the family's house.
The pond — part of the city's sanitation
systern — is surrounded by a fence, but has
several holes where a child could easily get
through.
Police Chief Jim McClain said that earlier in the day Saturday, the children got out
of the house. He said Nicole figured out how
to unlock the front door and gate and left
with Jonah at around 4 p.m. A neighbor
returned the children a half-hour later, he
said.
Authorities said Nicole needed a breathing machine daily and her brother was on
Medication for an unspecified condition.

The funeral for Mrs. Jayne Elizabeth William will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Jim
Simmons will officiate. Entombment will follow in the Murray City
Mausoleum.
Visitation will be at the funeral. home from 6 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Memorial Baptist
Church, 906 Main St., Murray, Ky., 42071 or Hospice of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
Mrs. Wilham. 80. Dudley Drive, Murray. died Monday, April 25,
(AP) — A garden center owner
2005, at 1:15 a.m. at her home.
accused of selling iodine he
She was the retired owner and operator of The Shoe Tree and also knew was used to make
had helped her husband operate the Kenlake Marina. She was a methamphetamine contended
member of Memorial Baptist Church.
Monday in federal court that
Her husband, J.W. Wilham, preceded her in death. Born Jan. 28, drug agents botched part of the
1925, in Harrodsburg, she was the daughter of the late Fred case.
Attorneys for Broadway
Bradshaw and Elizabeth Voris Bradshaw.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Sharon Patterson and hus- Home and Garden Center owner
band, L.W., and Mrs. Kim Weatherly and husband, Harry Jr., all of Joseph Swafford,60,said agents
Atlanta. Ga.; one son, John (Buz) Wilham and wife, Cynthia. violated his constitutional rights,
Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Barbara Leach and husband, Ronald, in one instance with a hidden
Harrodsburg; two brothers, Donald Bradshaw and wife, Anne, and recorder, after he was charged
-Teddy Bradshaw and wife, Carolyn, all of Frankfort; six grandchil- Sept. 15 in a sealed indictment.
Hamilton County Sheriff's
dren.
Department Lt. Tom Farmer has
described Swafford as the first
Mark Twain Thomason
Chattanooga business owner
The funeral for Mark Twain Thomason will be Wednesday at 11 charged with "profiteering from
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will the sale" of legitimate products
officiate.
used to make the illegal stimuPallbearers will be Arthur Lee, Jimmy Tate, Connie Morgan, lant.
Willford Duke, Paul Woods and Rob Edd Parrish. Burial will follow
Swafford's attorney, Hugh
in the Hicks Cemetery.
Moore, questioned at a Monday
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today hearing whether agents possibly
violated Swafford's rights
(Tuesday).
Mr. Thomason,90, Knight Road, Murray, died Sunday, April 24, before his Oct. 4 arrest during a
raid at his business. He is
2005, at 8:27 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
charged
with conspiring to manA truck driver, he was of Church of Christ faith.
His wife, Vesta Henry Thomason, and one son, Joseph ufacture meth.
Investigators are required to
Thomason. both preceded him in death. Born Aug. 1, 1914, in Henry
advise anyone charged with a
County. Tenn., he was the son of the late Charlie Mark Thomason
crime that they have a right to
and Sudie Mae Thomason.
remain silent to avoid incrimiSurvivors include one daughter. Mrs. Norma Lavrrar, nating statements and a right to
Farmington, Mo.: one son, William Thomason and wife, Jo Ann,
Buchanan, Tenn.: one- stepson. Gary Ballard and wife, Maureen,
In‘ustinents Since 1854...
Chattanooga. Tenn.; 23 grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
,
!f.

AP Photo
Nicole (left) and Jonah Payne are shown in an undated family photo, released
by Warren County (Ga.) Emergency Management. Police said the 2-year-old
girl and her 3-year-old brother were found in a nearby pond. They were reported missing from their eastern Georgia home on Saturday.
On Sunday, agents from the Georgia and saddened people in Warrenton, a town
Bureau of Investigation questioned the chil- of narrow, two-lane roads known mostly for
dren's mother, Lottie Kain. Authorities said the sweet potatoes at Jane's Restaurant.
more than one person was given a polygraph
Stephanie Johnson, walking with her 22test. They would not comment on the tests.
month old daughter, Ella, said she had been
Up to 100 law enforcement officers praying for the family.
searched for the youngsters, using heat-There's a part of me that wants to stay
seeking devices, infrared radar at night and inside all day, but then I remember that this
cadaver dogs. Searchers combed the woods, kind of thing doesn't happen in a small town
and divers looked in a lake.
like this." Johnson said.
The children's disappearance shocked

Garden center owner challenges meth investigation
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George M. Black
The funeral for George M. Black was today (Tuesday) at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Jerry Lee and the Rev. Kerry Lambert officiated.
Pallbearers were Mary Crider, Kathryn Kisner. Christopher
Black, D.J. Black, Brian Lee and Clint Lee. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Black, 89, died Saturday, April 23, 2005, at 8:45 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Goshen United Methodist Church.
His wife, Dorothy Black, two sisters, Violet Black and Hazel
Howell. and two brothers, Carlos BlaCjc...Sr. and Clintes Black, all
preceded him in death. Born March 5, 1916; in Calloway County. he
was the son of the late Connie Black and Celia Morgan Black.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Ann Roberts and husband,
Charles, and Mrs. Joyce Lee and husband, Glenn,and two sons,Paul
Black and wife, Becky. and Charles Black and wife, Linda, all of
Murray; eight grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
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consult a lawyer before answering questions, otherwise known
as Miranda rights.
After Swafford's trial was
indefinitely
delayed, U.S.
Magistrate Susan Lee said she
would decide later whether to
suppress some government evidence. She gave attorneys a May
4 deadline for briefs.
Iodine, commonly used as a
disinfectant, is a key meth ingredient, along with red phosphorous and cold medicines that
contain pseudoephedrine.
indictment
A 40-count
unsealed in February contends
Swafford and his business. JES.
Inc., d/b/a Broadway Home and
Garden Center, generated more
than $750,000 from selling
iodine for about three years.
Farmer said the sales of
iodine involved hundreds of
customers and represented about
85 percent of Swafford's transactions. Farmer said the iodine
was kept in a locked, upstairs
area of the business.
"A lot of items on the counters were rusted to the shelves,"
Farmer said.

Agents aiming at the business
side of the illegal drug making
said Swafford's arrest definitely
had an impact.
After Swafford's arrest "we
know it was more difficult to get
iodine," Assistant U.S. Attorney
Paul Laymon said.
Agents also said that in addition to properly informing`
Swafford in a timely manner
about his rights to remain silent
and seek an attorney during his
arrest, they warned him in 2001
about possible abuse of iodine.
Farmer said he personally
talked to Swafford in October
2001 about methamphetamine
cooks using iodine and advised
him, "You can get yourself in
trouble."
Fanner said Swafford then
told him, "1 don't even sell the
stuff."
Federal drug agent Dave
Shelton testified that hours
before the Oct. 4 arrest, he went
inside the business wearing a
recording device, knowing that
Swafford had been indicted.
Shelton said he was investigat-

ing continuing sales of iodine.
Responding to questions by
Swafford's attorney, Shelton
said nothing was rkientioned
about the indictment or about
Swafford's rights. Shelton said
that when he returned along with
other agents to arrest Swafford
and search the warehouse,
another agent read Swafford his
Miranda rights.
Farmer testified that at one
point during that visit, Swafford
asked if he was going to be
arrested.
Moore said that testimon
showed Swafford talked to
agents while . unaware he had
already been charged.
Swafford remains free on a
personal recognizance bond.
Prosecntor4' also are-asking
that Swafford. if convicted, forfeit the garden center property in •
south Chattanooga and other
assets.
Court records show Swafford
filed for bankruptcy in 2003.

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma. hay fever, sinus diseases, eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults.

AUTO

No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071
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'Most Insurance Accepted •
W. Payne

"Quality Eyecarrfor the Entire Family"

Announcing The Opening Of

of Murray
1311 Johnson 'Murray,KY
OFFICE HOURS
Monday, Wednesday & Friday 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
*SERVICE & REPAIR ON ALL BRANDS
*FREE IN-HOME TESTING
Serving You Since 1942
1311 Johnson
Murray, KY
270-753-9558
or Toll Free 866-773-4327

Main Office
918 Broadway,Paducah, KY
www.BeltoneHearing.com
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OUR STAFF HAS OVER 100 YEARS COMBINED EXPERIENCE
IN MEETING HEARING NEEDS!
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COMMUNITY
Top 10 Reasons to go to
4-H Camp in 2005 listed

Upcoming events
IN On _Wednesday sewing
sessions after school will be
at the extension office until
6 p.m. Clothing and nonclothing items are due Thursday by 4:30 p.m. The practice for the Fashion Revue
will be Friday from 3:30 to
5:30 p.m. at Murray State
University Mason Hall where
the Fashion Revue will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. The public is inyited.
•The Junior Hippology.
Horse Bowl and Horse Judging teams will practice today
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at
the Expo Center.
•The Senior Hippology,
Horse Bowl and Horse Judging teams will practice
Thursday from 3:30 to 5-30
p.m. at the Expo Center.
•4-H Kite-Flying and
Community Service will be
today from 3:30 to 5:30 at
the Central Park location.
Youth are encouraged to
bring a kite and come ready
to clean up the park. A light
supper will be provided.
MI Teen Conference appliMr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Kingins or 1274 Calvin Wilson Rd.,
cations are due Thursday at
Hazel, celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on April 24,
the extension office. The
2005.
week at the University of
They were married on that date in 1955.
Kentucky is set for June 13Mrs. Kingins, the former Shirley Housden. is the daughter
16. The cost is S100. A-pplithe late Eunice and 'Mary Housden.
of
the
at
cations are available
Mr. Kingins is the son of the late William T. and Edna
•
extensioq office.
Kingins.
•Calloway County 4-H
They have two children, Danny Kingins and Debbie Colson,
Shooting Sports Program will
of Murray.
both
4
meet April 30 and May .1/
grandson is Aaron Colson and wife. Maria, and a greatA
the
at
noon
to
a.m.
9
from
d is Brayden Colson, all of Murray.
grandchil
Land Between the Lakes
bb
gun,
shot
do
Range to
and 22 targets. Parents must
accompany their youth. For
more information call Barbara Sims. program coordinator.
III Dog Camp has been
Jonathan Raj, a senior at
rescheduled to May 24 from
High School, was
Murray
May 7 because of conflicts.
Rotary Club
selected
recently
Expo
Or
at
Days
•Farm
Month.
the
of
Student
Center for K-1 and
Raj has been a member of
Preschoolers are set for May
Club, Student Council,'
Beta
9 and 10.
Spanish Club and National
Honor Society. He has been a
member of the Varsity Tennis
The Calloway County
and the Varsity Soccer
Team
Service
Extension
ve
Cooperati
Team; a four-year member of
is open Monday through Frithe Milt Choir and the MHS
day from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. We are closed on Monmember of the KenBand;
day and Thursday for lunch
tucky All-State Chorus for three
from noon to 1 p.m. The
years: and a member of the Murphone number is 753-1452
Tiger Bank staff, serving
ray
The
and the fax is 759-4243.
financial officer.
chief
as
Calloway County 4-H Council
The MHS student has attendreceives funding from United
ed the National Young Leader's
Way of Murray and Calloway
Conference and the CommonCounty.
wealth Honors Academy. He has
Jonathan Raj
participated in the State Foraround the world. He was voted
eign Language Festival for four
Gil:E. Morn What She Really Want,
by the members. of the senior
years.
as the senior "Most Likeclass
Raj was chosen to attend
A Gift Certificate from
Succeed."
to
ly
the International Space School,
After graduation form high
only
for
program
s
a prestigiou
school, he plans to attend Mur12 students selected from
ray State University and major
in business administration.
Treat Yourself to our services:
Raj is the son of Bella and
Raj of Murray.
Care
Nail
Victor
•
•
Sugaring
Facials
•
Hair Can.
•
• Aromatherapy • Message Therapy
• Magic Tan
Paris. TN
767-0760
In.& • MierrIn •
I.107

4-H Camp is just around
the corner in late May. We
will travel to 4-H Camp
May 31 to June 3 at Dawson Springs. The deadline to
sign up is
May 3.
Families
need to
return the
form and a
$40 deposit
at this
time. On
May 12, t
Extension he
der of the
money and
Notes
additional
By
Ginny Harper forms are
due at the
Calloway
County Agent Camper
for 4-H/Youth Orientation
at the West
Development
Kentucky
Expo Center at 7 p.m.
"4-H Camp is a highlight
of my summer. 1 love meeting new friends and seeing
the children grov.. and
change over the week."
smiles Nancy Perry. a veteran camp -counselor.
Here are the top 10 reasons to go to 4-H Camp this
summer with Murray and
Calloway County:
• Explore the outdoors;
IIII Eat delicious camp
meals and snacks:
•Sing funny and campfire songs:
II Swim every day and
maybe even twice with the
Polar Bear Swim:
• Stay in a cabin with
your friends away from
home;
a Sleep on a bunk bed:
• If you like to dance.
you can dance every night:
• Compete against other
cabins for the Spirit Stick
and for a Reward Night
Event;
III Learn my skills in
classes such as archery. fishing. swimming and outdoor
cooking.
MI Have a week long
adventure with our friends
and make treasures to take
home. with you.
4-H Camp is a great
eek of educational and fun
in a residential camp setting.
Call the extension office for
more information and to pick
up an applications. Also
applications are available at
the front 'office of each
school.

r

This Year

THE

AVEDA
Concept
Salon

Murray Preschool Head Start
Preschool Screening Friday

Anniversary

Mr. and Mrs. Kingins in 1955

Raj selected as Rotary
Student of the Month

ESSENTIAL DAY PA

World's Biggest
Fish Fry

Murray State l'nitercit:k Ih•partintnt nt Thcatrt• and Itanct
pfeSettis

April 27th - 30th
Henry Co.
Fairgrounds

-Franklin P. Jones

LOTTERY

TENWSSEC

of Murray

Phillip klap ,er,).
Hisari
-No /Werra

Call for Appointment
300 South 8th Street

Suite 304F. - Ma

PC DOCTOR
Computer Solutions
SICK
Robert I. Johnson lhcatry
SInrra% %talcI ai‘ersitt rample.

ServiCee_Qffilf.C1
-House Calls
.Component Upgrades
•Sottware Upgrades
*Repair
•Speed Increases
•General Maintenance
*tome Networks Installed & Set Up
•Virus Removal
*Custom Built Computers

*System & Network Consulting
PC DOCTOR • Murray
th• _ptdottor@tharter.not • 270-226-9577
I CAurorr A Vous

1..thrnbe,01 Charnl.

••44, .4. -444

g planned
Project Graduation meetin
Graduation meeting will

be
Murray High School Project
for
is
This
cafeteria.
school
the
in
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.
all committees and any senior parents willing to help. Volunteers and chaperones are needed. For information call Officer
Mike Robinson at the high school.

MILS Council holding elections
Making

Murray High School Site-based Decision
will have elections from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. each day
Friday. Two positions will be filled. Parents of MHS
for the 2005-2006 year may stop by the MHS office

Council
through
students
to vote.

Glory Bound will be Thursday
Gold

will be feaThe Hallelujah Signers and the Gospel
tured at Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is
sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is
invited and there is no charge. Items for Need me will be
taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence 1 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Jill Alton at 751-1592.

tions
PAM Council will accept nomina
Making Coun-

Murray Middle School Site-based Decision
cil will accept nominations for the council through Friday.
Persons interested may pick up a nomination form in the
MMS office between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. during this week.
Two positions will be filled. The election will take place May
2-9. For more information call the MMS office at 753-5125.

event
Cub Scout Pack 73 plans Round-up
for Tiger

Cub Scout Pack 73 will have its Spring
Scouts tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the gym at Westside Baptist
Church, Robertson Road South. This is for boys that will be
in the first grade next year at either the city or county schbols.
For information call Ian Cherrie, cubmaster, at 753-4671.

Women's Investment Club will meet at 6

The "Women Investing Now" Club will meet tonight
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. The local chapter is a member of the National Association of Investors Corporation (NAIC). Women interested may contact Linda Stockton at 753-6839, Judy Overby at 753-0222, Donna Holsten at
474-0123 or Loretta Jobs at 753-6079. Women who have been
former members of other investment clubs in other towns are
especially invited, a club member said.

Garden Department plans event

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
have its annual spring luncheon and card party on Thursday.Tickets for the luncheon and card party are $12 and may be
purchased from Billie Hall, 753-7886 Jan Ochoa. 759-4154,
or Janet Wallis, 489-2186.

Scholarship applications available
and

AssociApplications are now available for the alumni
ates of Calloway County High School scholarships., Candidates may pick one up in the office at the high school and
has to be returned before the deadline of April 29.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet and

ThursNarcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday
day at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.
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Stroke/Head Injury group will meet
Murray Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet tonight
at 6 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness classroom.
Note the change in date and time. Amy Agyeman will present a program on "Young Stroke Survivors." For information
call Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Ear, Noe &
April 29 and .31)

Prom meeting Wednesday

You can learn
many things
mer's Group will meet
from children. Alzhei
Alzheimer's Support Group will have a discussion meeting
today at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
How much
County Hospital. For information call Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W_.
at 762-1108.
patience you
Retirement Tea will be today
have, for
A retirement tea honoring Rita Ford will be today from 3
to 5 p.m.. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway
instance.
County Hospital.

All You Can Eat
Dinner - $8

Fish Tent
:
Sponsored 133.,

Murray Independent School District will
have Murray Preschool Head Start screenp.m.
ing on Friday from 8 a.m. to 4
This screening is available for three and
four-year-old children and children who
will be three by Oct. 1, 2005. Areas to be
screened include vision, hearing, motor,
concepts, and speech/language. The screening will take approximately one hour.
Conferences will be held on the day of
Jo's
parthe screening to share results with the
Datebook ents and guardians. To make an appointBy Jo Burkeen ment call 762-3262.
Community
Editor
Wednesday at
Murray High School Prom meeting will be
discuss final
to
building
Plaster
Lassiter
old
the
at
p.m.
5:30
interested
All
Saturday.
held
be
plans for the Prom 2005 to
call 293on
informati
For
attend.
to
d
encourage
are
s
individual
6408.

t

Al-Anon meeting is tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

r
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THE MURRAY
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LEARNING
Elementary classes have chance to adopt towboat
will

and
ho
i be
tor,

y of
parint-

PADUCAH, Ky. — Another innovaii‘e idea in teaching economics to
oung children will be presented to ele, inentary teachers at a free workshop on
Thursday, May 5,4-7 p.m., at the River
Heritage Museum in Paducah.
Elementary teachers are invited to
come and learn how to "Adopt a
Towboat" for their class during the next
school year and communicate with
workers on a local towboat while learning about practical living/vocational

studies and technology.
The "Adopt a Towboat" workshop
incorporates a partnership between the
Murray State University Center for
Economic Education, the River
Heritage Museum and the Propeller
Club of Paducah. Schools will be
matched with towing companies in the
Paducah area and students will be able
to communicate with workers on a local
towboat by e-mail and track the journeys of their towboats via the Internet.

Math, science, history and music will
all be incorporated into the program as
students learn about fractions, ratios,
weather, economics and river culture.
Towboat captains and crew will also
visit their assigned classes to meet with
students.
Workshop participants will take a
tour of the River Heritage Museum.
They will receive a free copy of the
"Adopt a Towboat" curriculum with
hands-on training on how to use it.

Teaching strategies are also included, tory. Teachers are asked to only register
along with lesson plans for each month for this workshop if their class will
of the school year that is aligned with adopt a towboat.
the Kentucky Core Content and
Registration closes May 3. To regisAcademic Expectations. A light supper
ter send name, school, grade taught,
will be served during the workshop.
The Kentucky Department of subject area and e-mail address to
Education has approved this workshop Econed@murraystate.edu or fax to
for three hours of professional develop- (270) 762-5478.
ment credit.
The River Heritage Museum is
Space is limited to 20 classroom located at 117 South Water St..
teachers and pre-registration is manda- Paducah.
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Murray Middle Schoolers
attend KUNA in March

Titans Rule!
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

During Wednesday afternoon's Tennessee Titans Caravan Stop at Calloway County
High School, each of the district's three elementary schools was presented with
plaque proclaiming "Titans Rule This School." Shown are (left to right) Karen Bolls,
teacher from North Calloway Elementary; Fred Ashby, principal of East Calloway
Elementary; Titans receiver Tyrone Calico, who appeared at the assembly; Steve
Hoskins, superintendent of Calloway County Schools, and Janet Johnson, principal of Southwest Calloway Elementary.

East Calloway Math-A-Thon

b will
ursday.ay be
*-4154,

AssociCandi1.1 And

Thursto St.
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meeting
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L.S.W.

from 3
alloway

The intermediate students from East Calloway Elementary participated in a Math-aThon to support St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. St. Jude reports that, with the
money raised on their Math-a-Thons, the hospital will be able to create new treatments
that may one day lead to a cure for many forms of cancer. East Calloway was responsible for contributing over $1,000. Shown are some of the students who participated.

Special to the Ledger
Thirty-four ,seventh and
eighth graders at Murray Middle
School attended KUNA 2005 in
Louisville from March 13 to 15.
Representing Kenya and the
Russian Federation, students
had to build display,s, design
placards, write proposals and
wear native attire in an attempt
to become an ambassador from
their chosen nation.
Bob Jackson and his family
contacted a friend in New York
originally from Russia who supplied authentic Russian attire for
the 20 eighth-grade delegates.
John Karanja, English teacher at
Murray High School, as well as
the Ngezem family, were instrumental in providing most of the
authentic African attire that the
15 seventh-graders wore at 'the
confrnce.
Proposal authors from the
Russian Federation sponsored a
proposal to combat world terror
by stipulating UN member
nations to set back the equivalent of 1 percent of their defense
budgets to be allocated to the
United Nations Development
Program (UNDP)to be used for
programs combating poverty
worldwide.
Ali Adams, Addey Griffo,
Nolan Jackson and Holly
Oatman presented this proposal
for debate in the North
American Summit.
Claire Barnett, Hannah
Boone, Autumn Denton, and
Morgan Graham were proposal
authors representing Kenya and
sponsored a proposal to establish roundabout technology in
Kenya. Roundabouts are simply
play pumps (playground equipment) that pump fresh bore hole
water into storage tanks for
community use. This proposal
was debated and passed in the
South American Summit and
then debated in front of the
General Assembly of nearly
1,000 delegates and again
passed. It was signed by the presiding secretary general.
Middle School
Murray
received the "Best Proposal
Packet" award for the debatability, presentation and preparation
of both proposals.
Jacob Bell, eighth grader and
Russian Federation ambassador.

Photo provided

Kenyan ambassadors congregate in front of their Festival
of Nations display at this year's conference.
won
an
Outstanding
Ambassador Award. Only 27
students received this honor.
Russian Federation also won
an "Outstanding Placard" award
for their giant matryoshka doll
made from an inflatable punching bag and hand painted to look
authentic by the Russian ambassadors.
MMS representation on the
leadership team for the 2005
conference was eighth grader
Alex Adams. He served as CoAfrican Summit President and
presided over a resolution proposal in the General Assembly.
Abby Dowdy, eighth grader,
campaigned for secretary general and encouraged fellow delegates to wear "no disguises, no
masks" as they participated in
this year's conference.
KUNA is designed to create
awareness of world issues. One
issue that is highlighted by the

YMCA staff each year is world
hunger. Delegations are invited
to make donations to the YMCA
World Service Fund.
MMS Y-Club members held
a change drive in February and
also sold cap passes to try and
"cap off' world hunger. Their
efforts raised $1,800 and earned
MMS the "Word Service" award
at the conference.
Kenyan ambassadors also
included Morgan Steiner. Sara
Darnell, Chloe Zimmerer,
Shelby Johnson. Emily Benson,
Sarah Crouch, Carly Mathis,
Kullen Balthrop, Ryan Miller,
Michael Orr. Ryan Greer and
Paul Flores.
Russian Federation ambassadors also included Keaton Tate.
Adam Peebles, Scott York,
David Kuykendall. Kallie Linzy,
Grace Wellinghurst, Leah
Dieleman, .Hayley Wright.
Claire Pitman and Caitlin
Herrington.
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Order a Pizza From Us!
fvfoDAY SCHOOL SPECIAL!!

..............

Visit us for all your gardening
needs and ideas...

5 Large, 1 Topping Pizzas

• New Shipment of Bedding Plqnts
• Potting Soil & Fertilizer
• Mudd Gloves, All Colors & Sizes
• Also New Shipment of Ivy & Angel Vine Topiaries

00
$5

each

School Tax Exempt
'Have To Order Minimum of 5'

RED BARN

Ask
about our
Papa John s
Funds For
The Futurc,

GIFT SHOPPE
Hwy.94 West• 435-4770
Open Mon.- Sat, 10 a.m. - S p.m.• Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

%

I

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

prow al*"

656 N. 12th St. (Next to Office Depot)

753-6666
Only

"The Area's Most Unique Shopper

id For
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Investigator
By MARI YAMAGUCHI
Associated Press Writer
AMAGASAKI. Japan (AP)
— Rescuers pulled two survivors from the gnarled wreckage of Japan's worst train crash
in decades Tuesday, and investigators raided the rail operator's
offices for clues about why the
train skidded off the tracks,
killing 73 people.
Power shovels picked at the
piles of twisted railway cars,
peeling away layers of crushed
metal to allow better access to
the two train cars flattened
against an apartment building
that the train slammed into during Monday's deadly accident.
Agents swarmed eight offices
of West Japan Railway Co.,carting away cardboard boxes of
documents. The probe into possible professional negligence
has focused on the actions of the
23-year-old driver — who has
not yet been accounted for —
and the speed of the train.
Workers freed two survivors
from the wreckage early
Tuesday, and police said they
did not expect to find anyone
else alive. Hiroki Hayashi, 19,

was sprung from a damaged car
after surviving the night with the
help of an intravenous drip and
drinking water.
"I'm in pain, I can't take it
anymore," he told his mother in
a cell phone call after the crash.
according to his 18-year-old
brother Takamichi Hayashi.
Hiroki Hayaili was injured
in the leg and was conscious and
in stable condition at a hospital
as of Tuesday afternoon.
Victims' relatives struggled
to comprehend their loss.
"I wish it were only a nightmare," Hiroko Kuki, whose son
Tetsuji was killed in the crash,
told public broadcaster NHK."I
(Wit saw him the night before ...
I wish he were alive somewhere."
In northern Japan, the lead
car of a passenger train jumped
the tracks when it crashed into a
traisler at a crossing at Nimori on
Tuesday in the second derailment in two days. The trailer's
driver was slightly hurt.
The seven-car train that
crashed Monday in Amagasaki
was packed with 580 passengers
when it jumped the tracks near

Train derails on curve, investigations under way
A commuter train carrying 580 passengers derailed near
Amagasaki. Japan, killing at least 73 people and iniunng
456. The cause of the accident is still under investigation.
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speed limit for curve is 43 mph
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Deraited:
may have run
Over a stone or
piece of debns

Wm. J. Casteilo, G Cagayat•AP

details at the time of the acciShimoda, a
said
dent,
Transportation Ministry inspector who gave only his family
name.
Monday's accident occurred
at a curve after a straightaway.
Passengers speculated that the
driver may have been speeding
to make up for lost time after

this Osaka suburb and plunged
into the first floor of an apartment complex. More than 440
people were injured.
inspectors
Government
launched their accident investigaticn Tuesday by examining
the tracks. They also hoped to
recover a recorder with data on
the train's speed and other

preventative health measures
and the state's role in preventing
Clis*easiFor additional information,
contact Dr. Gene Garfield or the
Dept. of Government Law and
International Affairs at 7622661.
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WEDNESDAYSA
ONE DAY ONLY, WEDNESDAY AT 9 a.m.
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EVERY
EVERY
Misses'
casual capri
ON SALE

Men &
Young.Meh Polo
ON SALE

9.99

7.99

11W

Ivy Crew Options'
in-xxl. reg. 19.99
SAVE 60%

Goodclothesembroidered caprl.,
for misses.
6-18. reg. 24.99
SAVE 60%

all other
pokn,sate

all other

EVERY

12.99-19.99

denim short for
the family
ON SALE

U.S. Polo Assn.
denim shorts for
young men.
29-38. reg.$42
SAVE 64%

all other
denim cap's. sale
19.99-25.20

EVERY
sandal for men,
women & kids
ON SALE

sandals for the faintly,
reg 24.99-36.99
SALE 1249-1849

14.9

Levi's denim capris
for juniors, 1-13.
reg. 29.99 SAVE
50%

casual capris,
sale 10.91344.99

50%
off

14.99

Misses', Juniors' &
Girls' denim capri
ON SALE

111

EVERY

Kids' playwear set
ON SALE

9.99

Baby Crew'sets.
013mo.- 619mo.:
12rno.-24mo.; 2t-4t
girls' 4-6x & boys'
4-7. reg. 15.99-S32
SAVE 37-68%

all other

all other

all other

denim shortii,0sale 12.99-24.99

sandals,
sale 8.49-24,99

sets, sake
17.49-19.99

PV

Don't miss One Big Day Only

50°/0off

SAVE AN EXTRA
ALL CLEARANCE IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
*Excludes denim brands,.88 ending items & prior purchases.

Eyecare Specialties
MI

CL.

for Total Savings of 70% to 85% off original prices.

(Must Precent Coupon • No Other Disc-mom .4rprw
Errirrs 4/30ia5)

NM

now Mat looks re.a+ on you!'

all .00,.97 & .47 ending ticketed clearance items*

Frames & Lenses 25% Off

308 S. 12th St. • 759-2500

overshooting the previous station.
The train had been nearly two
minutes behind schedule, company officials said.
The driver — identified as
Ryujiro Takami — got his train
operator's license in May 2004.
One month later, he overran a
station and was issued a warning
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'
Routine Eye Exams Only $39
J
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in its path
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Forum addresses local health care issues
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Tokyo

0Officials estimate train may

Damascus the decisive say in
MASNAA,Lebanon(AP)politics.
Lebanese
Syria's 29-year • military presInternational pressure and
ence in Lebanon ended today
when Syrian soldiers flashing Lebanese anger over the Feb. 14
victory signs crossed back over assassination of former premier
the border, completing a with- Rafik Hariri helped turn the tide
drawal brought about by inter- against Syria's presence. The
national pressure and massive opposition blamed the murder
on the Lebanese government
Lebanese street protests.
and its Syrian backers, accusenear
y
At a farewell ceremon
their shared border, a Syrian lions both governments deny.
commander told Lebanese Huge "Syria Out" demonstratroops: "Brothers in arms, so tions in Beirut brought down the
long." The soldiers respOnded, pro-Syrian government, and
U.N. and U.S. pressure intensi"So long."
A commander of Lebanese fled on Damascus until it withsoldiers then addressed his drew its army.
Syria .has gradually pulled
words to the Syrians, saying:
"Brothers in arms, thank you for out 14,000 troops over the last
your sacrifices." His soldiers two months.
Shaaban al-Ajami, the mayor
repeated, "Thank you for your
of nearby Lebanese border
sacrifices."
etwituiveswilmt.: lemotallaW61 i%Ili4rd.saill he
Syrian intelligence chief in was. happy .40 see the Syrians
Lebanon. Maj. Gen.'Rustom leave: "I feel like someone who
Ghazali, 10 carloads of intelli- was suffocated and jailed and
gence agents and the remaining has finally emerged from jail."
With the Syrians leaving, its
"250 Syrian soldiers crossed the
Lebanese allies in the security
border.
At the crossing, about 25 services also were collapsing.
Lebanese civilians saluted Maj. Gen. Jamil Sayyed —often
Ghazali. who got out of his car described as the enforcer of
and accepted a poster from 'a Damascus' policy — announced
Lebanese man that said: "Thank his resignation Monday, and
you Syria." On the Syrian side, another top security commander
hundreds of Syrians waved flags left the country with his family.
Gen. Ali Habib, Syria's chief
and danced in the streets of
of staff, said in a speech during
Jedeidit Yabous.
The Syrians entered Lebanon the departure ceremony, that
in 1976, ostensibly as peace- President Bashar Assad had
keepers in Lebanon's year-old decided to pull out his troops
civil war. After the war ended in after the Lebanese army had
1990. about 40,000 Syrian been "rebuilt on sound national
giving foundations..."
remained,
troops

J
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After 29 years, Syria
leaves Lebanon

-Health Care! What is the
Answer? A Local View"'is a
program sponsored by the memhers of Pi Sigma Alpha, the
Political Science Honor Society,
at Murray State University and
is open to the public.
The program, made possible
by a grant from the National Pi
Signfa Alpha Chapter, will be
held on Wednesday in the
Kentucky
West
Wrather
Museum on the MSU Campus at
2 p.m.
Dr. Brent Boles from the
Murray Women's Clinic, Rep.
Brent Yonts from the Kentucky
House of Representatives,
Dwayne Moss, Chief Executive
Officer at the T. J. Samson
Community Hospital, and Tim
Thurmond, owner of Thurmond
Insurance and Investment of
Murray. have been invited to
participate. Each Murray State
alumnus has been asked to
address a major health care
problem affecting residents at
the state and local level and to
discuss methods for improvement.
Topics to be discussed
include state and local health
care costs, disease control,
increasing insurance premiums,

_

for his mistake, railway officials
and police said.
They were investigating the
case as possible professional
negligence by the train operator,
West Japan Railway, Co., a prefectural police spokesman said
on condition of anonymity.
Tsunemi Murakami, the railway's safety director, said he
instructed company employees
to fully cooperate with police
investigating the cause of the
accident.
Deadly train accidents are
rare in Japan. Monday's accident was the Worst rail disaster
in nearly 42 years in this safetyconscious country, which is
home to one of the world's most
complex. efficient and heavily
traveled rail networks. A threetrain crash in November 1963
killed 161 people in Tsurumi.
outside Tokyo.
Five people were killed and
33 were injured in March 2000,
when a Tokyo subway hit a
derailed train. An accident killed
42 people in April 1991 in
Shigaraki, western Japan.
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Former Racers ready for NFL shots
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
As the sixth round of the NFL
Draft got underway on Sunday, Jimmy
St. Louis received the call he'd been
waiting on all weekend.
The call wasn't to say that the
former Murray State tight end had
been selected in the draft. Rather, it
was to inquire about St. Louis's availability as a free agent.
"About the sixth round, some teams
started calling me," said St. Louis,
who agreed to terms with the Tennessee Titans on a free agent contract Sunday afternoon. "By the last
round of the draft, I decided that the
Titans' offer was the best opportunity for me."
St. Louis — who also had offers
from Jacksonville, Kansas City, Atlanta
and Philadelphia — was one of two

former Racers to sign a free agent
deal with an NFL club on Sunday.
The other was defensive end Marcus
White, who also agreed to terms with
Tennessee.
The two MSU seniors were among
36 undrafted free agents who signed
contracts with the Titans following
the draft.
The 6-foot-5, 280-pound White, a
two-time All-Ohio Valley Conference
selection with the Racers after transferring from Auburn before the 2003
season, also claimed the Titans' offer
made the most sense for his situation.
"I had several options, but this
was the best fit for me," White
explained. "It's a good situation to
be in because they didn't draft any
defensive ends. I'm looking to go in
there and start immediately. I want
to contribute my first year."

St. Louis, who caught 32 passes ends on the roster at all times. I just
for 294 yards in two-plus seasons want to take it one step at a time
with the Racers after transferring from and mike an impact."
Auburn, also believes he has a good
Other notables signed by the Titans
opportunity to make the Tennessee include former Kentucky
quarterback
roster.
Shane Boyd, former Tennessee State
The 6-5, 270-pound St. Louis will tailback
Charles Anthony
and
be competing for playing time in
Louisville cornerback Antione Harris.
camp with veteran Erron Kinney, secAnother former Racer, cornerback
ond-year pro Ben Troupe and newlyLaroni
Gallishaw, has also signed a
drafted Bo Scaife from Texas.
"I talked to (Titans coach) Jeff free agent deal. The Louisville transFisher, and he said that they wanted fer, who had two interceptions for
to use me as a tight end and maybe the Racers last season, agreed to
on special teams," St. Louis claimed. terms with the Minnesota Vikings on
"They're planning on using me a lit- Monday.
Gallishaw ended his MSU career
tle differently than Murray State did.
They want me to make some plays with 73 tackles and four intercepin the passing game as opposed to tions.
just blocking for the backs like I did
Gallishaw, as well as St. Louis
at Murray.
and White, will report to mini-camp
"It's a good opportunity because on Thursday.
they like/to keep three or four tight
"This is a dream come true for

me," said Gallishaw. "I've worked
hard all my football life to get this
chance."
Murray State head coach Joe Pannunzio was pleased to hear that his
former players were able to secure
opportunities in NFL camps this summer.
"All three of those kids are perfect examples of what I-AA football
can do," said Pannunzio. "Jimmy is
only 12 hours from his master's
degree, and the other two will graduate. All three became ieat players
here at Murray State. rF
"Marcus, had he stayed at Auburn,
would not be where he is today. And
Jimmy was behind two NFL guys at
Auburn and would've never gotten
to play. It just shows that there is a
place for all kids, and I was glad to
give them a chance to play for us."

MHS smais es Hickman

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger photo
Lady Tiger senior pitcher Kaci Carpenter fires a pitch to a Hickman
County batter in the second inning
Monday at Murray High School.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
On Monday, Murray High's Lady Tiger
softball team made the most of what has
been a rare opportunity this spring.
Playing only its second home game
of the season, MHS exploded for six
runs in the fourth inning in dispatching
Hickman County 9-0, allowing a large
partisan crowd to go home happy.
"We did have a good crowd for this
game, and we like having that. Plus,
we're glad just to be playing at home,"
said MHS head coach Patty Patterson,
whose team improved to 7-9 on the season. "We've been able to play a lot of
games this year with no problem; it's
just that the ones that seem to be canceled are at home, and two of those were
because of the Al 'A' last week."
Megan Snow's bases-loaded double
drove home the first three runs of the
decisive fourth inning for MHS. That was
followed by Jordan Houston's RBI double, a Breanna Volp (2-for-4 with an RBI)

single and an RBI triple by Meagan Pember (2-for-4) that finished the outburst.
The hit by Snow (2-for-4 with three
RBI on the day) was set up by Leah
Dielhman's fielder's choice on a bunt
with both Chelsea Riggins and Rachel
Williams running on the pitch.
Houston (2-for-4 with two RBI) gave
the home folks one last thrill in the sixth
by blasting only the second out-of-thepark home run in the short history of
the MHS facility.
"It was a shot to right-center field,
and that's where she always seems to hit
the ball," said Patterson, whose daughter
Ashley, now a player at Illinois State
University, was the first to go yard at
that field. "You know, though, as long
as she's putting it (in that gap), we'll
take it."
Murray pitcher Kaci Carpenter allowed
only three Lady Falcon hits in taking the
win.
MHS was scheduled to host Ballard
Memorial this afternoon.

Lakers rip CFS in Fourth District battle
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BRIENSBURG, Ky. — Calloway County scored 20 unanswered runs over the
final three innings to hammer Fourth District rival Christian Fellowship 21-6 in
five innings of prep baseball action Monday.

Pete Thackston led the way for the
Lakers by going 3-for-4 at the plate with
four RBI, including a home run, as Calloway pounded out 17 hits in the contest.
Taylor Thieke was also 3-for-4 with
an RBI, while Bryan Coles was 3-for-3
with four runs batted in. Austin McCuis-

ton was 2-for-3 and Logan Schwettman
went 2-for-4' with a pair of RBI.
Tyler Brockman (2-2) picked up the
pitching win for the Lakers (14-2), who
won for the sixth straight time and for
the seventh time in the last eight games.
CCHS was slated to host rival Murray High today at 4:30 p.m. at CCHS.

Fletcher
asks task
force to
study arena
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher introduced
a task force Monday that will
assess where to build an arena
for the University of Louisville
basketball team and how to
finance it.
Fletcher set an Oct. 1 deadline for the 16-member task
force to deliver a report with
its recommendations. He wants
to present.the group's findings
to the 2006 General Assembly.
"I see Louisville as a major
economic engine, and if the
commonwealth is going to be
successful, Louisville must be
successful," Fletcher said. "It
is time that the University of
Louisville Cardinals have a new
arena, and it's time that
Louisville have an arena and
that we have this important
economic development in this
community."
The arena issue has percolated for years — often contentiously — between city and
school officials.
The debate reopened late
last year when U of L assembled its own task force to look
at alternatives to antiquated
Freedom Hall, the Cardinals'
home for 49 seasons.
Earlier this month, an architect presented l)lueprints for a
new arena and various upgrades
to state-run Freedom Hall. On
April 15, the Executive Committee of the Big East Facilities Task Force approved a
motion favoring a new arena
over any Freedom Hall renovation plans.
The hot topic now is where
to build it.

II See ARENA Page 2B

GHT Le ger
tmes p °to
Murray's Rita Kelso patiently waits as former University of Kentucky basketball star Kenny "Sky"
Walker signs a poster for her during his stop at
The Bookmark Monday afternoon.

Walker promotes
UK athletics on
Murray visit
By JOHN WRIGHT
ington-area talk shows, has
Staff Writer
to stay in tung with what
Three or 'four times a is happening with everything
year, former University of Big Blue.
Kentucky basketball star
And Monday, during his
Kenny "Sky" Walker visits latest visit, he said,from what
various businesses in the he sees, it appears all is
Murray area to promote the well in Wildcat Country.
UK Yearbook for which he
"You know, people do
sells advertising.
talk about the football proInevitably, though, more gram and how it still can't
than just the business own- get going. You know,though.
ers come to learn of the since (UK athletics director
third-leading all-time scorer Mitch) Barnhart's been up
in UK history being in town. there, everything else seems
. That is when what could to be getting better," said
be described as the "State Walker, noting how UK's
of the Cats" address begins men's golf team pulled a
being uttered from the lips shocker days ago by winof a man that, through work ning the Southeastern Conas a co-host of two Lex- •See WALKER
Page 2B

MICHAEL DANNiLedger & Times photo
Calloway County's Kaysin Hutching slides safely into third under the tag of
Heath's Ashley Simmons (front) and Darla Kingsley in the sixth inning Monday
at Lady Laker Field. Calloway went on to post a 4-0 win over visiting Heath.

Lath Lakers blank Heath
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
An early offensive explosion got the Calloway County
softball team off on the right
foot Monday, and Kalyn Fox
took two more steps forward
as the Lady Lakers walked
over Heath in a 4-0 decision
at Lady Laker Field.
The Lady Lakers (10-3) put
up three runs in the first inning.
Meanwhile, Fox dominated the
opposition by tossing a twohitter against last year's First
Region All "A" winner to keep
Calloway's undefeated streak
against Kentucky competition in
tack.
The Lady Lakers' 1'8-0
record against Bluegraa State
opponents dates back to last

May.
Fox worked seven innings
and struck out eight while walking one in the two-hit performance. Fox's counterpart,
Heath's Emelia McConnell,
pitched six innings, allowing
four runs on seven hits while
striking out two.
Megan Starks led off the
first inning with a line-drive
double to the right-center field
gap. Carrie Radke advanced
Starks to third on a. sacrifice.
Following a Fox strikeout, the
Lady Lakers came up with four
straight hits.
Whitney Hendon singled to
drive in Starks, and Jessica
Greer singled up the middle.
Chelsea Morris followed suit
with a single tn load the bases.

Traci Rose then added a bloop
single to shallow right field to
score Hendon and Greer.
McConnell, who is headed
to Louisville's Spalding University on a softball scholarship, settled down following
the three-run first to retire the
next 13 Lady Lakers in a row.
Heath (12-3) threatened in
the top of the sixth with runners on second and third and
two outs, but Fox got Laura
Bass to chase a rise ball for
the strikeout, which killed any
hope Heath had of scoring.
Calloway tacked on an insurance run in the bottom of the
sixth after Fox tripled down
the right field line to lead off
the inning. She was brought
home on a single by Hendon.

Tigers fall 12-5 at
St. Mary Monday
Staft Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — Homestanding St. Mary pounded out
12 hits and took advantage of
four Murray High errors in a
12-5 victory over the Tigers
in prep baseball action Monday afternoon.
Vikings' starting pitcher Eric
Roof sent the Tigers (7-9) to
their fourth straight loss and
their fifth defeat in the last
six games by tossing five solid
innings. He also hurt Murray
at the plate, going 3-for-5 with
two doubles and an RBI.
MHS opened a 2-0 lead in
the top of the first inning on
a Bradley Cobb single and a
fielder's choice by Hugh
Rollins. But St. Mary took control in the bottom of the first,
scoring three runs on ,three hits
while capitalizing on two Tiger
err)rs.

Murray managed a single
run in the second on a St.
Mary throwing error. However, the Vikings made up for
that miscue by scoring two more
runs in the bottom half of the
frame.
St. Mary went on to score
four times in the fourth inning
and added three more in. the
fifth to put away the Tigers.
Cobb and Aaron Wilson had
two hits apiece to pace Murray's five-hit attack. Tim Masthay had the other Tiger hit.
Aaron Deitrich and Gabriel
Shaw joined Roof with three
hits each for the Vikings.
Murray starter Cher Volp
suffered the loss, allowing five
runs (two earned) oh six hits
while walking two in threeplus innings.
The Tigers were scheduled
to do battle with crosstown
rival Calloway County today
at 4:30 p.m. at Laker Field.
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City leaders have long envisioned a multi-purpose entertainment complex to serve as
a centerpiece for a downtown
revitalization. They failed in
Itiree Am&
three bids to lure NBA teams
Insurance
that would have occupied such
Nobody can protect your AUTO
a facility.
any better than we can!
U of L officials have always
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY •753-3415
preferred an arena closer to camVan Haverstock
pus where the school would
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"We do need to make sure
the university is properly taken
care of because, after all, without them, we wouldn't be having this discussion at all,"
McConnell said. "But there are
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•Walker ...
From Page 1B
ference championship. "Baseball is better, women's basketball is really coming on. and
I love those others."

Still, it is the plight of the
UK men's basketball team that
keeps most Kentuckians on edge
year-round. and Walker believes
that, too, is in good shape.
despite the impending loss of
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gets into a situation where teams
may not be too interested, he
could put himself in a tough
position. He could still go overseas, but it's not easy (as Walker knows from having played
outside the United States four
years).
"Now, if he gets in the right
situation, he can do really well."
As for the players still in
Lexington. Walker believes
UK's outlook should be even
better than it was before this
past season, where the Cats
finished only six points shy of
a trip to the Final Four.
In fact, Walker, who came
within an eyelash of his own
Final Four venture in his senior year of 1986, said he was
NEW SHOW!
overjoyed by UK's progress
this season under head coach
Tubby Smith.
"With as young a team as
they had. I was figuring before
the season that if they made
April 30 - May 1
the Sweet 16, that would've
been a successful season. I'd
Sat. 9-5 &
this leaves Tubby with a
say
Sun. 10-4
lot to smile about," he said,
Paducah, KY
noting that, in his mind, Smith
never did seriously consider
Executive Inn
vacant job at Virginia, which
the
Center
Expo
Paducah
is what most fans in western
BUY - SELL TRADE
Kentucky thought all along.
In Lexington. though, the
Into:
attention the story received was
much more intense, along with

small forward Kelena Azubuike,
who will enter the NBA Draft
this year.
Actually, what worries him
most, though, is how Azubuike
will fare.
"I just wish he wouldn't
have hired an agent (which
terminated Azubnike's collegiate eligibility)," said Walker.
noting that Azubuike, at 6-foot4, will have to change positions, going from a small forward in college to, more than
likely, a two guard in the professional ranks.
"Now, if he doesn't do well
(in upcoming drift camps overseen by NBA officials) and

(563)927-8176

the fears that it actually could
happen.
In the end, though, he said
the presence of new national
champion North Carolina and
perennial powerhouse Duke in
the Atlantic Coast Conference
— not to mention other ACC
programs being stronger than
UVA. right now — probably
should have served as a calming influence to that matter.
Walker did acknowledge,
though, that the outcome might
be different if another ACC
program, such as Maryland,
had a vacancy, being that is
Smith's boyhood home area.
Meanwhile, life keeps moving for Walker.
During both the basketball
and football seasons, he joins
long-time radio man Wes Strader for "Cats Talk," an hourlong show aired after UK's
games.
What keeps Walker most in
tune with the entire sporting
world, though, is his other radio
gig these days — the weekly
"Kenny and Kenny Show" with
longtime Lexington-area TV
sports personality Kenny Rice.
It is heard every Saturday on
WRKY 1130 AM at 10 a.m.
Lately, he said the show has
been dealing with another wellknown Kentucky sport, almost
as much as UK basketball —
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horse racing.
"We've had Nick Zito and
D. Wayne Lucas on as guests,
and we've had lots of people
calling in about the upcoming
Derby," he said, noting that Rice
is somebody he is glad to have
as a partner.
"He's been involved with that
aspect for so long (Rice is
now a member of NBC's coverage team for Triple Crown
races), so he's kind of an expert
on that. So. I rely on him for
that kind of information. Really, when I look at horses, I
pick them on name or the jockey that's riding them.
"I am proud to say, though,
that I picked Smarty Jones to
win the Derby last year, so
I'm getting better at that."
Walker said he does not bet
on races, but does frequent
Lexington's Keeneland racetrack, both for the atmosphere,
as well as the food, particularly the burgoo.
However, he also said other
stops in and around the city
he has called home since graduating from UK have brought
him face to face with others
of well-known UK relations.
Monday, he was able to
answer a question relating to
current whereabouts of former
UK basketball star Cotton Nash.
Walker said he saw Nash
serve as an honorary captain
for a game at Rupp Arena last
season. He also noted how he
sometimes runs into a man
Calloway County knows quite
well — former Laker and OK
standout Stan Key.
Key is now the executive
director of the UK Alumni Asso•
ciation.
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MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO

“."
-4
z

Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. •
RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT
RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT •

Today
COLLEGE BASEBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Oklahoma at Wichita
NBA
7 p.m.
—
Playoffs. first round. Game 2.
TNT
N"Jersey at Mismi
9:30 p.m.
TNT — Playoffs, first round. Game 2.
Sacramento at Seattle

luesday, -kpril 26. 2(8)5 • 3B
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As Estate
Lake Property
Lots For SIN
Lots For Rad
Fame For Sale
Ferviogo
Moms For Saks
Rolorcydes B ATVs
Auto Pans
Spot Way Velecles
Used Can
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats A Motors
Services Ofteree
Fres Column
Tobacco it Supoliea

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
The City of Murray Natural Gas System
is accepting sealed bids for the construction of the 2005 Natural Gas Relocation
KY 80 consi._ ting of 1,700 L.P. of 4 inch
PE gas lines and related appurtenances
as per plans and specifications. Sealed
bids are to be delivered to City of Murray
Clerk's Office located at 104 North 5th
St. by 1:00 p.m. local time on Tuesday,
May 10, 2005, and then at said office
publicly opened and read aloud.
The contract documents may be examined at the'following locations:
City of Murray
104 North 5th Street, Suite C
Murray, KY 42071
The Termergy Corp.
518 Carriage House Dr.
Jackson, TN 38305
Attn: Richard S. Clark, PE
731422-7352
Copies of tire contract documents may be
obtained at the office of The Thnnergy
Corp. located at the address given above
upon a nonrefundable payment of $50.00
per set.

Lasel
Notk•

PHARMACIST
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in
Mayfield has an opening for a Full-Time
Pharmacist/Day Shift with every third
weekend. Excellent salary and benefit
package to professional wanting to
become a member of our team.
Applicants can submit resume to
Jackson Purchase Medical Center do
Human Resource Department, 1099
Medical Center Circle, Mayfield, KY
42066. M/FN/D/E0E

CNA/CMA/Nurses'Aide
Full-time 2PM-10PM. Prefer experience
but will train. Pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr., Murray. EOE

NOW interviewing fo
all shifts. Apply in per
son at Arby's before
10:00 a.m. or after 2:00
p.m.
OPTOMETRIC assistant needed. Please
send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-B, Murray,
KY 42071
mech
help
P.T.
inclined Murray Auto
Spa. Car Wah 121
Bypass. See Henry cell
573-380-4505
PART time office work.
Must have office expereferences
rience,
Resume to: 108 N
12th St., Murray.
Grand
PATTI'S in
Rivers is looking for
friendly
courteous,
sales associates willing
to work weekends,
evenings, and holidays. Previous experience helpful but not
required. Please apply
Mon-Fri, ask for Jan.

ACCEPTING applications for housekeeping
at Ken Oak Resort in
Aurora. Must have
experience, good references and transportation. Apply in person
between 8AM and
6PM. No phone cans.
CFO needed full-time
beginning June 1. 4year accounting
ANYONE having rela
degree required with
byes boned in the Old
3.30 min GPA.
Church
Ledbetter
Experience preferred.
next
Cemetery (located
Please email resumes
to church) please send
to candice0 powerpayments for upkeep
ciaim.com or mail to
to:
Mary Ann McCuiston, Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
1701 College Farm
Rd.. Murray, KY 42071. KY 42071.
Hills
CHEROKEE
Steakhouse is looking
Callloway
Gardens/Essex Downs for servers. Call 4361505 5566 ask for Patty for
Apartments
Diuguid Drive, Murray, interviews.
Now
42071,
earn
KY
DANCERS
accepting bids for con- $1,000+ weekly! The
struction of dumpster
Purple Building. 270area fences. For more
759-2153. 270-293information call: (270) 2069
753-8556.
DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
MEDICAL Training
HOME
WAGES.
Phlebotomy training
BENES.
WEEKEND
with national certificaFITS. MUST HAVE
tion offered by Medical
A CDL WITH
Laboratory Service. CLASS
MINIMUM 2 YEARS
incluall
May,
Starting
OTR EXPERIENCE,
sive/5600.
DRIVING
CLEAN
(731)782-3110 or
RECORD. (800)468(406)586-2040.
•
6067
LOCAL Class A CDL
Job
Instruction.
Placement assistance.
Call today to see if you
are eligible for state
paid training! 877-5543808
LOCAL Heating & NC
NOW forming Monday Company accepting
resumes for Billing
night 8-ball league at
Clerk/Dispatcher for its
Billiards.
Breaktime
Service Department.
759-9303
Must be well organized
YES, we have "healthy" and be able to multifood Sandra D's. 293- task. This position
requires working
3816
directly with the public.
060
Computer experience
Lost wid Found
required. Send
resumes to P.O. Box
1040-T, Murray, KY
JUST give us a call,
42071
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
NEEDED: Legal assistry to find,
tant/paralegal opening
'Cause we all have
at busy law office.
Furry or Feathered
Duties include. Wing,
Friends, Her. at the
transcription, khedulLmdlger a Times.
ing contact with clients,
attorneys, and insurCall 753-1916 ance adjusters on the
phone and in pirrion.
around
LOST
Health insurance and
Keenland Dr. area. employer
matched
brown/black
Large
retirement plan. Pay
"Rian'. depends on experidowg,
Akida/Shepherd mix, ence. Send resume to
family pet. Reward. P.O. Box 1023, Murray,
762-0813
KY 42071.

BIDS, for upkeep o
Bethel • Cemetery
accepted until 12 noon
Apnl 30th, 2005. Judith
Lamb, 543 Temple Hill
Dr., Almo, KY 42020

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

LOST: white butterfly
house behind MSU
Pogue library. Return
to Montessori School.

BE your own boss! Fo
Sale
or
Lease
store
Convenience
Call 270-753-0212, ask
for Brad.
ESTABLISHED fastfood franchise for sale
in Murray, KY Call 1 800-351 -9844

AL I 44,Micit Run Ktoftrl -

13.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I

mrrnr-rvIrrrerrwrysTrirrrr:-1773-r-r.
I

\
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PHARMACIST
Full time or part
time. Good pay,
great benefits.

\

V.11

R

Co
Logging
A&A
Buyer of standing timber, pupwood, pine
Ph. 658-3676 or 7059099
colANTIQUES,
lectibles, used costume
jewelry, kitchen items,
knick-knacks, furniture,
yard related, shed or
barn clean outs, old
coins, misc. 753-6793.

in Murray
270-759-3021,
ask for manager.
EOE
PRINTING - BINDERY
WORKER. Previous
experience helpful, will
train person with good
Printing
references.
Services, 102. N 4th
St., Murray.

PROGRAMMER/
SYSTEMS Manager
S'POATABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
IT
an
Manager/Programmer.
Candidate must have
extensive experience
in Visual Basic, ASP,
MS -Access,
HTMUSML and SQL.
Proficiency in C+,
Telescript,
Digisoft,
and
DBA/Pervasive
Assembler preferred.
The successful candidate will provide user
maintain
support.
Microsoft/Novell
Network, and Vodavi
System.
Telephone
Candidate will write
applications and database queries to support
business and engineering initiatives and provide user support and
training.
interpersonal
Good
skills are a must.
Excellent written skills
required.
S'PORTABLE
offers
Scoreboards
competitive benefits
and wages commensurate_ with experience.
E-mail resume and
samples of programGuard
SECURITY
ming/html experience
Murray
Openings:
Mobile scoreto
/Calven City area. Fax
boardt corn
resume to 444-0389

Steaks 8e Spirits
now accepting
applications
for experienced
servers &
kitchen staff.
Apply in person
110 South 5th
Sheet

SER ALL
TERMITE

PEST COrPOL CO

Now taking
applications for
service
technicians.
Apply in person at

1604 State Route
121 N in Murray.
TWO star child care
center is now accepting
applications for child
care providers with
child care experience.
Apply at 701 S. 4th St.,
Murray.
Cleaner
WINDOW
needed:
*lard work
*Long hours
•Low pay
Window
Sonlight
Cleaning 293-5170

Housecleaning
D'S
753-3802
rental
a
NEED
cleaned? Need your
house cleaned? Call
Linda at 270-767-0778
WILL clean your home
or office. Available anytime. Call 227-1334
WILL watch your children. 10yrs experience. Very flexible
times. 270-559-7291
Samantha

VISA

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First'Serve

Owensboro, KY Louisville, KY
(866)328-2657
EOE

150
For Sale
OFFICE desks, Coke
machine, washer and
dryer. M.I.G. and T.I.G.
welders, Case tractor
with backhoe attachment. 753-4109 .
TRUCK bed tool box.
Champion
Delta
Diamond Aluminum.
For full size pickup.
Has lock and key.
$100. 753-6299

MARX Battleground,
Johnny West. GI Joe
Bill 492-6129

.1-V'S
Come by & check out
our large selection of
TV's. Compare our
prices WI Circuit City &
Best Buy. TV furniture
also available. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
500 N. 4th St.. Murray.
759-0901

NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars. (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts. 11350 ST RT 121
South. 753-5562

FRIGIDAIRE refrigeraor with ice maker.
$200. Call 753-6511

USED carpeting, electnc baseboard heaters,
refngerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109

, USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

WANT to buy rink cars,
trucks, and -tractors
436-5235

on the square

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
WANTED: riding mowers that need work
436-2867
150
Artides
For Sele
FREE L.P. GAS FILL
WITH NEW 20 La.
TANK PURCHASE.

B&B BROKERS
L.P. GAS

Farm Equipment
FARM Pro of Murray
20- 25- 30 HP diesel
tractors, backhoes, finish mowers. We service what we sell. 270293-2003 or 270-2271397

uprigh
old
FREE
piano. 767-0076
270
Mobile Homes For Sib
14X65 needs a little
work, cheap! 293-6473

DIRECT/
Satellite system free.
Take Total Choice Plus
& get HBO, Cinemax,
Showtime, & Starz free
for 3 months. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901

1986 Fleetwood 3-br,
2-bath, 14x76, must be
after
moved. Call
5:00p.m.
(731)479-3420

medical
ELECTRX
scooter. Great shape,
asking $2,900. 7537970
FREE
DISH Network Satellite
System. Free DVR
Upgrade Ask about
for
channels
180
$31.99 per month.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
INTERNET
High Speed Internet via
satellite Only $29 99
per month. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901

Please
No Phone Calls_

320
Apwtrnents For Rent

LARGE very nice 2
1 bedroom apartment
All applibedroom
Clean and nice, all
including
ances
appliances including
Dryer
&
Washer
w/d. No pets 270-436location
Excellent
5496
Veach Properties(pa)
1 Ix apt. All appliances
$335/mo. 759-5885 Or (77t1)293included
7085.
pets allowed. 436LIVE Oak Apts.
6291.
Newly Remodeled
1 OR 2br apts near
1BR $29000
Murray
downtown
2BR $340.00
starting at $200/mo
3BR $425 00
753-4109
$100 deposit special
1,2 & 3BR apts. availfor qualified applicants
able for immediate
Office hours 8-2
occupancy. Please call
Mon-Fri
753-8221.
Call today for appoint1BR apt available, all
ment
appliances furnished
753-8221
Mur-Cal Realty. 753NEW 3BR,2BA duplex,
4444
$700 per month Call
1BR Unfurnished Apt. 293-5423
$265.00, close to camNEW apt. 1 BR $300
pus. available April
(205)361-4763.
deposit
1.No pets. 753-5980
1334)419-6066
unfurnished.
1BR
duplex
NICE 2BR
$200imo., $1(10 dep..
on
apartment
no pets. Next to fairOr.
Northwood
grounds 121N. 753Appliances furnished,.
3139
no pets, $425. 7531BR. 1 bath • studio,
5992
$335 month 2BR, 1
SINNICE 2BR duplex w/ •
LARGEST
bath. washer & dryer.
carport. 753-7457 Or
GLEWIDE DEALER IN
$410 month. 753-7559
436-6357
WEST TENNESSEE:
1BR, 1 bath, washer &
Where We Own The
ONE-BEDROOM, ur$325 month
dryer,
Bank. Let us get you in
ntshed apartment with
753-7559
a new home today - no
walk-in closet. All utiliapartments
1BR-4BR
money down - with
ties paid except eiecfree
in
move
about
Ask
your deed. Call 731Inc. Two blocks f(pm
days. Coleman RE
642-6438
campus
university
759-4118
Available May 1. 753MOBILE home and lot.
furnished.
2 Room all
5330
$14,500 753-6012
all utilities, water, elecRED OAKS APTS.
tric, phone .arid cable
II
\I01111.1.
.
Special
to
Access
included.
\ I
I
Deposit :
$100
room.
pool & fitness
1BR From $280:
$150
h,
MCKINNEY INS. $400/montSingles
2BR From $325:
for
deposit.
Call Today!
104 N.4TH STREET $350 and up plus
753-8668.
753-3500
infordeposit. Call for
MSU!
TO
WALK
(270)753mation.
OVERSTOCKED
Affordable 1 bedrOom
8407.
s inducing
WITH SINGLEWIDES
2BR.2 Bath apartment, apartment
- Prices slashed"' Call
basic kitchen appliall major appliances
and lovely covnow!!! 731-584-9429
furnished. 753-7903 ances
area.
picnic
ered
16x80 753-7813.
VERY nice
$275/mo unfurnished.
mobile home ('95) on 1
2.
1,
house
4 bedroom
$325imo nicely furacre lot in Conrad
3 apts 753-1252 or
nished 762-0991 or
Heights Subdivision at
753-0606
559-1164
365 Rieman Rd off
View
FORREST
Hwy. 280. One block
Apartments 1213 N
from East Elementary.
Houses For Rent
16th St., now accepting
3 BR, 2 bath. all elecfor: 1br
s
application
All appliances
tric
Bdth
2
BR.
starting at S330/month, 2
included except washWestwood Drive, no
basic
s,
townhouse
2br
er. Attached front porch
$550.
Rent
pets.
rent $360, month Call
and 12x20 covered
Deposit $200. 759Leave
753-1970
back porch. $42,500.
3229
'1
Message
Several vacant lots for
sale in same subdivision. For more information call 753-8151 or
753-5976.

4 AND 5 BEDROOM
DOUBLEWIDES: Both
priced to sell in the
$50's. WE'RE DRIVING HIGH PRICES
OUT OF TOWN. Call
the 'Loan Arranger'
today at 731-642-4046.ASSUME PAYMENTS
ON HOUSE NEAR
KENTUCKY LAKE!!!
731-584-9429
DON'T miss our Apnl
sale on all lot models
Buy Now and Save
Thousands $$$ We
welcome you to shop
and compare Keith
Baker Homes, Paris
731-644-0012, 800533-3568
GREAT Floorplan 4
bath.
bedroom, 2
Game room with fireplace & entertainment
package. 2x6 sidewalls, Flat Residential
ceilings, Thermalpane
$57,995.
Windows.
Keith Baker Homes.
Paris, TN. 731-6440012. 800-533-3568

753-1713

753-4389

s

Mobile Homes For Sale

AMCISS

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff,
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

*Minimum of one month
*Prepayment required
*No refunds for early
cancellation

DRIVERS!

$$CASH$$ paid fo
DISH-NET(used)
WORK receivers/dishes. Will pick up. Call toll
tree 1-888-569-2812

Bull Pen

4[:.\R ON
HARGE.

\\I)II ‘\ILI

1\1

I I 1.1 \\

How would you like to earn $1,000 sign-on
bonus? If you are an OTR truck driver with
a class A CDL, HazMat endorsement, and
you have over 2 years driving experience,
a clean MVR,and can bear to be out for 46 days at a time while your earnings
potential is $50,000+ annually, give us a
call!
Quality Carriers: Calvert City, KY

Buy

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799

•

$1.25 First Day .20 words or less
Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Div',: 5.11 per %word per da$

YOUR
SPACE
COULD BE
HERE.

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3558

REFRIGERATED carrier wanted OTR drivers:
solo or teams. Running
out of Murray, KY.
Hospitalization, paid
vacation. Out 7-10
days or less. 1-800753-7577

•

1x1 CONSISTENCY SPECIAL IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS FOR ONLY $75.00 PER
MONTH.
(regular price $120.52)
CALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING AT
(270) 753-1916 FOR DETAILS.

condi
EXCELLENT
Pavilion
HP
ion,
AMD/385, 64MB RAM,
6.4GB HD, CD-Rom,
accesall original
sories, books, and software • included. $200.
Call 762-0244

RECEPTIONIST/OFF
CE SUPPORT for loca
Duties
company.
include phone answerand
ing, greeting
assisting visitors, general office support and
light accounting. Word
and Excel a must. Full
time with health benefits. 8AM-5PM Starting
$6.50/hr. Send
at
resume to: P.O. Box
1279, Murray, KY
Or
42071
hlt4843@ yahoo.com

•

$7.75 Column Inch, oil, Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd RUfl

111111111111WCall the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
'
at 1.001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 730 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

tght
ress

an
offiaw;en.
f L
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1997 Clayton Mobile
Home, 16x80, 3br,
2bths, garden tub, fireplace, 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes w/sell
of home Must sell
$22,500 or best offer!!
753-9107.
1999 Mobile Home
16x70 electric C/H/A,
W&D.
refrigerator.
front
underpinned,
porch, excellent condition, set up on rented
lot in Stella, KY
$18,900. 753-9688
3 BEDROOM HOUSE.
& LAND: 1/4 mile from
Perryville Manna! Only
$23,000 Call now!!!
731-584-0429

FREE GAS WITH
LEASE
MUR-CAL APARTMENTS

in
bedroom
2
Northwtncl Call 7539866 or 489-2847
Haas Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent
9866

753

1, 2. & 3 Bedroom Apartments
902 Northwckid Dr.
Mon. 8 am-2 pm, Wed. II am -6 pm.
Fri. 10 am-3 pni
Phone: 759-4984
TDD #1-800-648-6056 vr..met

NIurray Ledger & limes
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Contrageridge

REAL ESTATE - ABSOLUTE

A Not-So-Foolish Finesse

Saturday, April 30, 2005 - 12 Noon

Mower
MOODY'S
EXPERIENCED
436-2867 Joe Lambs
Repair pick-up & dekv
appliance repair, home
2112 .spriii e _street tiattres,
Mower Repair Tune-up
'.0te 4/44t10/1 14111 be i °tinseled at
East showed out,as exixxi431, and
or. 753-5668
Wee dealer.
maintenance, and
played the act and another
specials Work guaranSouth
Property #1: House & Lot
ble_
Both sides vulnera
electrical work
West woo and returned the
trump
teed tree pick-up/deity
202 Spruce Street • Murray,
H
NORT
References available
spades, ruffed by South, but
of
•4 KY
king
ery ,
3
•AQ
later lost a club trick and
270-759-3699
r
Jedare
Property #2: Lot, 210
2
4
5
IP 10 9
492-11683 ROOF
No job too big or
one.
down
went
Tree
Spruce Street • Murray, KY
LL'S
FUTRE
•102
REPAIRS. New
In•MIS!the outcome vindicated
too small.
Property 53: Lot, Corner of
Service
48 4 3
29
types
all
Roots,
Aest's double, but declarer should
EAST
2nd & Ash • Murray, KY
removal,
Call Steve at
WEST
Trimming,
years experience Call
have made the contract. He should
2
8
9
10
.1
•
•K 7 5 4
stump grinding, fireAuction conducted for the
297
753-9
(270)
taken the -useless- spade
Carters
tizie
-V
estate of the late Holly
K6
wood. Insured. 489at trick three.
finesse
r
3
4
Greene
5
7
9
•
A Shade
Willis
•A K 8
2839.
The finesse was sure to succeed,
Hargrove
•96 2
Fredrickia
Lawn Service.
MOWING, mulching,
4hQ 10 7
since West, ter his notruinp bid.
Executrix
SOUTH
Mowing, bush
landscaping, hauling
Sinks
could not have 16 to 18 points v, ithlaws
T
46
community in
tnmmings. gutter
Free estimates 731Mr Willis served his country and the Murray
out the king of spades. (South could
873
73
•
mese in the U.S. Air
Raseadlms
cleaning & other
leave
amd
servic
21,
Laws
of
e
782-32
Rewerk
lifetim
His
roles.
see 23 high-card points in his own
ship
leader
many
•Q 6
in
the
s
and
•
service
Ikaakias
t.arden
Murray
of
sage
city
the
in
hand and dummy, leaving East-West
official
Force, as an elected
*A K 15
Free estimates
highest ideals.
with only 17.)
:
-2533
school system as a teacher promoted the
bidding
270-489
The
Night
Furthermore, the finesse was
762-9928
111:is
South
East
ic
MAYMMIZ
North
ItIllti
aft
city
West
('ell: 270-293-2322
AN almatio an In the City of Mvvjsrth
vital, not for discard purposes but in
293-3971
a
V
3
%salvi
lial
2•
4d11111Mi
Pass
r
hula.
I NT
nal...11..43 •oh
270-293-30118
.4 Arra !AMA trt the for. of.u.slt
order to enable declarer to establish
lento 2V%
Pass
Jet,
g
Pass
Scal It itt
akin!Jo the Jig./
AFFORDABLE
4
A-1
Pass
JtedA 111% buten perwatran .0411w
IN 30 Ja‘s up.4.14,en
an endplay position against West.
been abstmed /met pre,
hat
ng.
proper.
!tattli
A.
ng.
Stiipi
around
Dble
HAULING all
mum ther pen Mae pn.r
Grim Acres
on, wasprthrn
Let's see how this would have
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David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mottile Home,.
'Brick •All External Cleaning
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• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks
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Cough may not have
pulmonary source
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 84year-old wife has a chronic
cough that nothing seems to
help. One doctor indicated she
has scars on
her lungs. If
this is true,
what's the
answer for a
cure?
DEAR
READER:
Chronic
cough may
Dr. Gott not always
indicate a
primary,
By
Dr. Peter Gott lung disorder, such as
pneumonia or bronchitis. Postnasal drip (sinus drainage from
allergies), chronic sinus infection, heart failure and hiatal
hernia are associated with a
troublesome, dry cough.
Also, certain drugs (notably
the ACE inhibitors used for
heart disease and hypertension)
will cause a chronic, racking
cough in about 10 percent of
Users.
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I do not believe that your
wife's pulmonary scars are the
cause of her cough. Rather,
the scars indicate a previous
infection or injury. Nonetheless, until the cause of her
lung scarring is determined,
I'd be concerned that she might
be suffering from a long-standing, low-grade pulmonary infection, such as bronchiectasis,
abscesses within the lung tissue.
In my opinion, your wife
needs to address the issues I
raised. For instance, sinus Xrays and special lung X-rays
(CT bronchography) would
establish the presence of infection in those two areas; a cardiac ultrasound could demonstrate a weakened heart muscle; an upper intestinal X-ray
study might document a hiatal
hernia.
Before throwing up her
hands in frustration, your wife
should undergo the necessary

Widow's'wallflower' label is Looldigilock
nipped in bud by reader
10 years ago

testing, which would enable
the doctor to prescribe the necessary treatment, such as antibiotics,
antihistamines
or
antacids.
To give you related information,! am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Pulmonary Disease" and "Coronary Artery Disease." Other
readers who would like copies
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 per report to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title(s).
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
discuss aspiration pneumonia.
DEAR READER: The
inhalation of foreign material
causes lung inflammation. Such
foreign
material
includes
objects such as peanuts, various vapors and fumes (especially hydrocarbons), and gastric acid. It's this last factor
that presents such a challenge,
because stomach acid, when it
enters the lung, digests pulmonary tissue, as well as causing pneumonia.
Aspiration of gastric contents
commonly occurs when an
unconscious patient vomits.
Therefore, aspiration pneumonia is a frequent complication
of serious injuries, coma, heart
attack, stroke — and surgery.
(This is the reason why anesthesiologists customarily place
airway tubes in the throats of
patients undergoing surgery.)
Aspiration pneumonia is
diagnosed by X-ray 'tests and
is treated with a combination
of antibiotics and steroid drugs.
As with many avoidable toed;
ical conditions, doctors and
other health care workers prefer to prevent this complication rather than to treat it once
it develops. Thus, laymen are
encouraged to turn unconscious
patients on their stomachs,
rather than keeping them on
their backs.
Copyright 2005, Newspaper Enterprise AsSn.

DEAR ABBY: I was more
than a little put off by your
response to "Happy Face in
South Dakota," who asked wedding guests to be sure that
widowed friends and relatives
are asked to
dance. Your
response
was
that
people
should "pay
attention to
the
wallflowers."
My dicDear Abby tionary
defines
"wall
By Abigail
flower" as a
Van Buren
girl
who
watches at a dance because of
shyness or lack of a partner.
The person who wrote you
was not a shy, unescorted girl.
She was a woman who had
lost her partner through death,
to whom the most basic social
graces were not extended. Your
use of the word "wallflower"
was not only inappropriate, it
was unkind. -- OFFENDED
IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR OFFENDED: Your
sentiments were echoed by others, and I'd like to set the
record straight. I have several dictionaries in my offices.
My Webster's New World Dictionary defines a wallflower
as, "a person, esp. a girl, who
merely looks on at a dance,
etc. as from shyness or lack
of a partner." My Webster's Dictionary of the English Language
(1979) defines a wallflower as
"a person, esp. a girl or woman,
who sits by the wall, or looks
on, at a dance, sometimes from
shyness but ordinarily from
not having been sought as a
partner (colloq)."
"Happy
Face's"
letter
brought a lot of responses. A
sample:
DEAR ABBY: Hello? Earth
to "Happy Face"! Get up and
take the initiative by asking
them yourself. You will be
unhappy and lonely only if
you want to be. Take off the
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follows: Martha McKinneyii
Murray Chapter of Profes- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John:
psychological sackcloth and
sional Secretaries named Maj. McKinney, valedictorian: 1-1113:
ashes and start living again.
John Harbison as "Boss of the Philpot, son of Mr. and Mrs::
Time's a-wasting! -- JOEL IN
Year" and Shirley Reamer as Lawrence Philpot, salutatorian::
NEW HAMPSHIRE
"Secretary of the Year" at its Ginger Gilliam, daughter ot
DEAR 'JOEL: Although
many mature women have been annual banquet. Faye Wells CPS Willie Waldrop Gilliam, think
socialized to wait to be asked, is secretary to Harbison and Jean Forsee, daughter of Mt:
Dr. Paul McNeary is Ream- and Mrs. Earl Forsee, fourth::
you have a point. The squeaky
er's boss.
Traffic signals have beed:
wheel gets the grease.
Dr. Lanette Thurman was energized at the intersection;
DEAR ABBY: I'd like you
to know that at least one 20- coordinator for the Kentucky of South 12th and Poplar;
something male does what he Federation of Women's Clubs' Streets. This was formerly te:
can whenever possible to dance First District Leadership Sem- four-way stop.
'
•
Births reported include na
with older women who are inar held at Murray Woman's
without escorts. It feels good Club. Music was by "The Miss- boy to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny:
not to worry about rejection ing Links," a barbershop quar- A. Parker, April 3 and a giti,;
because I might not have tet, composed of Pat Sanders, to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald P.
enough "bling" or dress expen- Ruth Eversmeyer,Joanne Cavitt Wright, April 13.
40 years ago
sively. I appreciate the lack and Martha Crafton.
•
Births reported inclu
a
of narcissism I find in preMachinery Repairman Sec-:
boomers. Unfortunately, it's a boy to Chris and Anita Wil- ond Class Billie J. Parker UST4,,
trait that's literally dying out. son, April 17; a boy to Henry son of Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Park,
:
Otis and Julie Buck, April 19; er, is serving aboard the sub:',
-- TREVOR IN OREGON
DEAR TREVOR: That you a girl""M Dr. James and Jill marine tender USS Howard W.
are no only a considerate Courtney and a boy to Tracey Gilmore in the Caribbean Sea:
guest, but also a man who and Donald Bowman, April 21. area.
20 years ago
knows his way around the dance
Twila Adams, daughter of
The first completed lawn Mr. and Mrs. Cody Adams,
floor are valuable social assets
mower carburetor rolled off was elected as state reporter
that will stand you in good stead
forever. Good for you!
the assembly line at Murray's at the convention of the Future.
DEAR
ABBY: Before Briggs & Stratton plant this Business Leaders of America,
"Happy Face" runs to the restweek. The first completed lawn held in Louisville. She is
room for a good cry, she should
mower engines in the Murray reporter for the Calloway Coun.-look carefully around the room. plant are expected to be pro- ty High School Chapter of the:If she does, she may notice duced around September.
FBLA.
people who never had, or will
Births reported include a
Max Russell, Steve West,
have, a dance partner. She may boy to Diana and James Wil- Ann Griffin and Linda Harris
observe a mentally handicapped son, a boy to Sharlene and were elected as new officers
young man whose day she'd Tim Milson and a girl to Linda of the Murray High School
make by inviting him to dance. and James Griffy, April 18; a Student Council for the 1965Or an elderly man who's reluc- boy to Angela and Bill Edd 66 school year.
tant to ask, but who might be .Murdock and a girl to Mary • 50 years ago
thrilled to be asked. There might Jane and Redgy Ross, April
"Operation Polio Vaccine"
even be an awkward teen who
19.
got underway this morning at
lacks the confidence to ask
In a high school baseball the Calloway County Heald's.
because he's self-conscious game, Calloway Lakers won Center
with volunteer doctors
about his looks or his height, 4-1 over Murray Tigers. Pitchand nurses. The program start-and would gladly accept an ers were Sam Taylor for
Cal- ed with students from Almo
invitation from a mature lady loway and Rick Grogan
for and Lynn Grove schools.
who's willing to teach him some
Murray.
Treva McKinney and J.D.
new (or old) steps. Just tak30 years ago
Grogan were married April 10
ing the initiative would take
Top honor students for the by Bro. Lyle Taylor at his.
her mind off herself. -Murray High School Class of home.
DESMOND IN OTTAWA
1975 have been announced as
DEAR DESMOND: I like
the way you think.
•..
Dear Abby is written by
)
-1 By The Associated Press
Abigail Van Buren, also
Today is Tuesda , April 26, the 116th day of 2005. There
known as Jeanne Phillips.
are 249 days left i the year.<*J>
Today's Highlight in History:
' On April 26, 1986, the world's worst nuclear accident.
occurred at the Chernobyl plant in the Soviet Union. An explo-'
sion and fire killed at least 31 people and sent radioactivity'
into the atmosphere.
On this date:
In 1785, American naturalist and artist John James Audubon
was born in Haiti.
In 1865. John Wilkes Booth, the assassin of President Lincoln, was surrounded by federal troops near Bowling Green,
Va., and killed.
In 1980, following an unsuccessful attempt by the United
States to rescue the U.S. Embassy hostages in Iran, the Tehran'
government announced the captives were being scattered to
thwart any future rescue effort.
In 1994, voting began in South Africa's first all-race elections.
In 1994, a Taiwanese jetliner crashed in Nagoya. Japan,_
killing 264 people.
.
Five years ago: Vermont Gov. Howard Dean signed the
nation's first bill allowing same-sex couples to form civil_
unions. '
One year ago: Following conservative criticism of his antiwar activities during the Vietnam era, Democratic presidential
•EXPLORER HENRY
candidate John Kerry accused President Bush of failing to
MORTON STANLEY
prove whether he'd fulfilled his commitment to the National _
Guard during the same period. The government unveiled its,
FINDS DR. LIVINGSTON
new, colorized $50 bill. Author Hubert Selby Jr. died in Los,
IN AFRICA.
Angeles at age 75.
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STILL HAVING TROUBLE
WITH FRACTIONS,LIUN ?

1 Little hopper
5 Grabs some
rays
9 PC "brawl12 Not taped
13 Fuel cartel
14 The lady
15 At — —
for words
17 Napkins
19 From Seoul
21 Earthenware
jar
22 Handy swab
24 Milk qty.
25 Search engine
find
26 Tall vase
27 Granola kin
29 Mercury,
in the lab
31 Calendar abbr
32 Per
33 Switch position
34 Sugarcane
product

35 Quaker
pronoun
36 Montana ceptsd
38 Hydrocarbon
,
suffix
39 Kind of roast
40 Sodium, in
formulas
41 Envelope abbr
42 Leak slowly
44 More cautious
46 Balboa's ocean
48 Curved
moldings
- 51 Zoologist's
eggs
52 Film terrier
54 'Othello' heavy
55 Agent's
percentage
56 Take a load off
57 VCR button
DOWN
1 Southern st
2 Like Capps
Abner
3 Drawing forth
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Noted fabulist
Thus
Make current
Gaudy sign
Chem or
astron.

9 Refrigerate
10 Do XP work
11 Sky bear
16 Jr 's dad
18 Petty or
Singer
20 titrn
22 Waterfront
sight
23 Exam choice
25 Wrist bone
27 Rendezvous
28 Sub detector
29 Go after game
30 Feds (hyph )
34 Hideaway
36 Anzone tribe
37 Passes laws
39 Yummy pie
41 Patronage
42 Detects
43 Icicle site
44 Prudent
45 Moon
of Jupiter
47 A long way off
49 It may be
fragile
50 Make soaking
wet
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ENTERTAINMENT

Murray High
Drama Club
to perform
May 7-8
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Kennedy named 2005 top executive by IMP
The Murray Chapter ofshe International
Association of Administrative Professionals
(IAAP)- has named Mr. Paul .1. Kennedy,
Small Engine Division Purchasing
Manager, Briggs and Stratton Corporation,
as its 2005 Executive of the Year.
A panel of out-of-town judges who are
not members of IAAP selected Kennedy.
He was nominated by Brenda Kimbro, hit
administrative professional, who has been a
member since 1994.
In addition to his attributes as an executive, the judges also considered factors such
as Kennedy's accomplishments and general
standing in his profession and the community, his support of !AAP, his administrative
professional's dedication and support of
[AAP and her commitment to the elevation
of her profession.
A native of Hancock, New York,
Kennedy earned his B.A. degree in
Business and Management from Beloit
College in Wisconsin in 1987.
Kennedy has been employed with Briggs
and Stratton Corpotation since November
2002. He is the SED Purchasing Manager
for three Briggs and Stratton plants, manages ten individuals, and has traveled for
the past eight months assuming the additional duties of a regional plant buyer. He
has been awarded the Centurion Briggs and
Stratton trophy for completion in the
Manager's Development Program. He has
achieved the Lifetime Certified Purchasing
Manager(C.P.M.)designated by I.S.M. He

has contributed extensively to the
Purchasing Magazine and has been a consultant in purchasing for several Fortune
500 companies.
Mr. Kennedy is a senior member of the
Society of Manufacturing Engineers
(SHE), an associate member of the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE), and a
member of the American Production
Inventory Control Society (APICS).
Paul is well recognized in the conununity for his support and service to animal-protection activities and his church. He volunteered at Horse Haven, Mich., an adoption
sponsor for Critter Connection Abused
Animals, and is the "unofficial" community
shelter for stray animals in his current area
of residence. He served on the planning
committees of the Whitmore Lake Fourth of
July Festival and the Ann Arbor Art
Festival.
He served on the Finance
Committee for the Saint Francis Church in
Michigan. He has volunteered for the
Meals on Wheels program and is active in
the Chamber of Commerce business meetings as a representative for Briggs and
Stratton Corporation.
Kennedy has assisted and supported
many of Briggs and Stratton's promotional
events in the community.
He and his wife, Melissa, reside at 36
Maplehurst Lane in Murray. They have 2
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Paul J. Kennedy is shown with the 2005 Executive of the Year award Monday
night along with his administrative professional, Brenda Kimbro.
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SALUTING \A/CAM PKOFESSIONALS
VIEWED TO BE THE BEST."'

PELLA CONGRATULATES ALL
ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONALS!

Gary Covey
Joy Morgan
Ann Fraher
Not pictured: Bart Padgett & Stephanie Burkeen

Front row: Jeanie Morgan, Jessica Reed. Back row: Jessica
Linenfelser, Scott Ellison, Nick Garvin, Nick Rexing, Meagan
Rogers.
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Dziekonski is top administrative professional

Jay

Laura LohrDziekonski was named 2005
Administrative Professional of the Year at
the annual Executive Night Banquet, held
Monday by the Murray Chapter of the
International Association of Administrative
Professionals (IAAP).
Dziekonski currently holds the positiop
of Shipping Administrative Assistant at
Vanderbilt Chemical and Minerals
Corporation. Her previous work experience
includes acting director of the Land
Between the Lakes Association (LBLA);
administrative assistant and secretary,
LB LA; receptionist/secretary, Kenlake
Foods: receptionist/accounts payable clerk
and clerk-dispatcher, Mattel/Fisher Price
Toys of Murray, Ky., and Holland, NY:
She has been very active in IAAP since
joining in 1990, having served as president
for two terms, president-elect, vice president, secretary, and treasurer for three terms
at the chapter level. She served as the CoChair of the 2000 Kentucky Division
Annual Meeting and has assisted the chapter and Kentucky Division as chair and
member of numerous committees.
Currently, she is serving as Kentucky
Division Secretary. In addition, Dziekonski
has been a speaker at the Rotary club on
behalf of IAAP.
Dziekonski's activities include membership in the Murray Woman's Club for which
she currently holds the position of treasurer
of the Kappa Department, held the position

of secretary, and has chaired the Tour of
Homes, and assisted and chaired various
other committees. She also served the
General Club as treasurer in 1999. She was
elected to serve on the Advisory Board of
Trustees for the Land Between the Lakes
Association in 2004.
Mrs. Dziekonski is a board member of
the Jackson Purchase Dance Company,curiently serving as president and served as
secretary from 1998 to 2001, and as vice
president in 2003. From 1996 to 1998, she
held the position of secretary for the
Business Council of the Arts, and has volunteered for WKMS-FM radio station,
Land Between the Lakes, Playhouse in the
Park, and Relay for Life.
Mrs. Dziekonski is the recipient of the
Kentucky Ambassador of Goodwill,
Kentucky State Parks Service Award,
received a Commonwealth Citation,
appointed a Kentucky Colonel, and was
named Murray Chapter Secretary of the
Year in 1997.
A graduate of Connetquot High School
on Long Island, NY, Dziekonski attended
Murray State University. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al Eastwood of Fort
Pierce, Fla., and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lohr of
Franklinville, NY. She is married to retired
U.S. Marine Captain, Dan Dziekonski.
Selection of the Administrative

IIII See Page 4
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Carolyn Rehmus
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Martha Harper

For giving for the sake of giving,
serving for the sake of serving,
loving for the sake of loving!
I appreciate you:
ROBERTA HIGGINS
and TRISH OAKS

Licensed Insurance Professionals

Come in and meet them today.
Sincerely,

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor
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1703 Hwy. 121 N.

Laura Dziekonski is shown with the 2005 Administrative Professional of the
Year award Monday night along with her supervisor, Bill France.
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Innovation Drives Admin Careers

What is a "secretary?"
The word comes from the same Latin word that gives us "secret." The original definiProfessional of the Year is based on require- tion meant "one entrusted with secrets and confidences of a superior."
children and 2 grandchildren
Kennedy is very supportive of IAAP as ments in three areas. The first category is a
As world trade expanded in the 15th and 16th centuries, secretaries often attained eleKimbro explained in her nomination. She background score sheet listing these candivated
status and held prominent positions. Men dominated the secretarial profession until
stated that he considers IAAP a profession- date's education, business experience, and
al organization and believes the opportuni- IAAP activities. The second area of the the late 1880s when the industrial revolution brought about a paperwork crisis.
Women solved the crisis by
ties provided by IAAP allow employees to competition is a questionnaire outlining the
network with other professionals and to candidate's abilities and leadership, profes- adapting well to the "new techimprove their technical and interpersonal sionalism, and community service which is nologies" of that time: the typeskills.
completed by the candidate's employer. writer, telephone and adding calKimbro's statement of why her executive These responses are then scored by a panel
should be selected as the 2005 "Executive of three judges representing the media, edu- culating machines. At that time,
the demand for secretaries outof the Year" follows: "I have the pleasure of cation, and business fields.
working with a manager possessed of an
The final phase of the competition paced the supply and women
outstanding work ethic, who has extensive involves the finalists appearing before the began dominating this field,
training in his profession, has visited sever- same panel ofjudges to be evaluated on the mastering the core skills of typal foreign countries, is easy to converse ability to verbally respond to three
specific ing, filing and dictation.
with, and has an open and cordial (peachy) questions. The judges
score the candidate
As personal computers
working personality. He leads by being a on the content of the
presentation, poise, replaced typewriters and other
new technologies emerged to revolutionize the workplace,
team member, giving us the freedom to and
image.
oversee a project, and if we require assisAfter tabulation of the scores from all secretaries were transformed from adept "instruction takers" to "high tech information
tance, lets us know he is there to lend a
three categories, the candidate achieving the managers" who took over 70% of the responsibilities once performed by middle managehand."
highest score is selected as the ment.
"He asks for feedback and is a fair, intelSecretaries willing to embrace new technologies and exercise flexibility and team buildligent individual. My executive has encour- Administrative Professional of the Year.
In his comments regarding her loyalty ing skills found themselves on the threshold of exciting new career opportunities that feaaged me to do whatever is necessary to
ensure my responsibilities in IAAP are and professionalism, Dziekonski's supervi- tured new job titles, expanded roles, increased responsibilities and greater earning power.
accomplished. He continues to give me new sor, Bill France, noted, "She is known withThus, the "administrative professional" was born!
and exciting projects to complete and in the organization and the community as an
History has proven that innovation advanced the administrative profession and we can
encourages me to try new things. I am hon- employee that can be counted on to perform
be
certain
that history will repeat itself! Constantly evolving technology Poses challenges
ored to nominate him as the 2005 Executive at a high level of professionalism on a confor
admin
to
stay on the cutting edge of office knowledge, techniques and applications.
sistent
basis.
She
is
viewed
as
ethical
and
of the Year. Although the judges can select
For acimin, innovation is the vehicle and active membership in IAAP is the fuel that will
only one, to me, my executive is already the professional throughout all levels of the
workplace and community."
Executive of the Year."
drive careers across the finish line of success!
From Page 2
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Best Wishes During
Administrative
Professionals Week
The Officers and Board of Directors of
The Murray Bank take this opportunity
to salute our office professionals.
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COAMIZATULAITIONIS
to all Administrative Professionals.
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OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.
Serving Murray and Calloway Countyfor 32 Years.
516 Main St.• Murray, KY
(270)753-0123•(800)489-1414 • www.tLop.net
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•FumIture • Machines
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1Viurray Bank.
How Banking Shoukl Be
405 S. 12th St. • 700 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY
270-753-5626 • www.themurraybank.com
Member FDIC

J.H. Church
Funeral Home
+•
Owners - Terry & Karen Isaacs

201 S. 3rd St., Murray • 753-2411
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Murray IAAP Chapter Treasurer Sarah Alexander (left in both photos) presents IAAP Memorial Scholarships to Brenda Kimbro (left photo), who is continuing her studies toward a masters degree. A scholarship was also awarded to Natasha Garland (right photo), a graduating senior at Murray High School. She
is the daughter of Renee and David Garland.

Kimbro, Garland awarded IMP Memorial
The Murray Chapter of International
Association of Administrative Professionals
awards an IAAP Memorial Schoiarship in
memory of former members including one
of the charter members.
Historically, this scholarship has been
available to high school seniors only but is
now available to members who meet the
award criteria. This award is presented to an
entering freshman or a member of IAAP
who is pursuing a degree in a business-related field at Murray State University.
The selection of the recipient is based on
a resume submitted by the student setting
forth education, including grade point aver:
age, organizational memberships including
offices held, and work experience. The
recipient will receive $600 for the 20052006 academic year.
This year, thanks to the hard work of
chapter members and the support of the
community and businesses in the Calloway
County area, the chapter is grateful to be
able to offer two scholarships.
The first award goes to Brenda Kimbro.
Brenda is the daughter of the late Robert
Thompson and Sue Rudd of Benton. She
attended Benton High School and graduated
in December 2002 from the Mid Continent
College in Mayfield with a bachelor of science and is continuing her studies toward a
masters degree.
Ms. Kimbro has been an active member

of the Murray Chapter of IAAP since 1994
and has served the chapter as Vice President
and Corresponding Secretary as well as
having served on and chaired various committees including Community Service,
Retirement Trust, Welfare, Bylaws and
Standing Rules, Job Placement, Publicity,
Scrapbook, Executive Night Banquet and
Professional Secretaries Week. Brenda
attended the Leadership Murray and is currently in the West Kentucky Leadership
program.
She is a Member of the Murray Chapter
of the National Federation of the Blind serving as secretary, project coordinator and
vice president. She is a member of
Calloway County Homemakers, the
McDowell Board in Louisville, KY,
National Association for Executive
Assistants, National Gardening Club and
Institute for Supply Management.
Ms. Kimbro resides in Murray and
attends New Providence Baptist Church.
Brenda is married to Jackie Kimbro and has
two children. Jennifer who is married to
Mike Dixon; and Justin Kimbro who is married to Angie Kimbro; both reside in
Murray. Ms. Kimbro has two granddaughters: Ashley Dixon, age 11, and Bailey
Yates. age 6.
Her hobbies include volunteering for
various groups in Murray, reading, traveling. fishing with Jackie, and enjoying her

grandchildren.
Ms. Kimbro has been employed with
Briggs and Stratton Corporation since
January 5, 1987. At present, Ms. Kimbro is
the Small Engine Division Regional
Assistant Buyer.
The second award goes to Natasha
Garland. Natasha is the daughter of Renee'
and David Garland of Murray. She is a
graduating senior at Murray High School
where she has been an active member in
various clubs: DECA, Pep Club and Beta
Club, and has been nominated to be a

Scholar at the National Young Leaders
Conference.
.1
Ms. Garland has appeared in Who's Who
of American High School Student for four
years and also Who's Who of American
High School Athletes Edition for four years.
She has been a member of the Varsity
Cheerleading squad for four years and on
the Varsity Competition Cheerleading team
for three years.
Ms. Garland is graduating with a cumulative GPA of 3.4/4.0 and has had perfect
attendance for 10 years.
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42nd Kentucky Division Annual Meeting and Joint Board of Directors Meeting

The 52nd Kentucky Division Annual Meeting and Joint Board of Directors Meeting was held on June 4-6, 2005 in Covington, Kentucky. Kay Hays CAP of
Murray was selected by the Kentucky Division International Association of Administrative Professionals to serve as President for the 2004-05 year. The following officers elected and installed with Ms. Hays are (left photo): President Elect Alice Schultz CPS/CAP of the Northern Kentucky Chapter; Vice President
Susan R. Lannan CPS/CAP of the Louisville Chapter; Secretary Laura Dziekonski of the Murray Chapter; Kimberly S. Hall CPS of the Bluegrass Chapter; and
Cheri Collins CPS/CAP, Parlimentary Advisor, Louisville Chapter. Hays has chosen the theme for the year of "IAAP: Power of Pride: Professional, Personal
and Patriotic.'' During her acceptance speech, Hays said that her goal for the Kentucky Division is, "for each and every member to capture this POWER OF
PRIDE and pass it along. If you find the pride in your profession, your self and your country, you will have no problem with growth. The pride will show —
people will want to know what we have—they will want to become a part of our organization." At right are Murray Chapter members who attended the annual meeting: Brenda Kimbro, Shirley Reamer, Sarah Alexander, Kay Hays CAP, Jeanne Fleming, and Laura Dziekonski.

As a relative newcomer to Kentucky,
and to IAAP as well. I was somewhat
taken aback when asked to be the.Murray
Chapter President 6 years ago. Who
would have ever dreamed that, just a
short II years after becoming a citizen of
the great Commonwealth of Kentucky, I
would find myself in the position of
Kentucky Division President of the
International Association of
Administrative Professionals? Who
would have ever thought, that a women
who had hardly been out of the state of
Alabama before the age of 32, would be a
national traveler by the age of ... uh well,
you get the idea?
Since my involvement on the Division
level of 1AAP. I've been to three
International Conventions (Atlanta,
Albuquerque, and Nashville) and soon
will be traveling to Denver. While in
Albuquerque. I was able to visit Vista
Grande, IAAP's retirement community.
I've attended three Southeast District
Conferences (Atlanta, Huntsville and
Louisville). I was privileged to attend
Incoming Division Presidents' training in
Kansas City, Kan., where I was so excited to see the International Headquarters
and meet the Headquarters staff. I've visited all but one of the chapters in
Kentucky during this year and have
enjoyed the hospitality and camaraderie

Kentucky Division President
of folks from one end of the
Commonwealth to the other.
It has been a fantastically hectic year
and an experience I won't soon forget!
Thanks for the memories!

The Kentucky Division Leadership Advance meeting was held in Bardstown,
Ky., at the Old Talbott Tavern on Saturday, August 21. Kay Hays CAP, the
Kentucky Division President, planned a day of training and entertainment.
Division officers gave their reports for the 2003-04 year. Officers, committee
chairs and members reviewed numerous topics during the day. Topics
Included "Put the FUN into Fundraising," "Turning Seconds into Minutes,"
Parliamentary Procedures," and "Membership lips." After a delightful lunch,
it was time for the festivities to begin. Kay's theme — "The Power of Pride:
Professional, Personal and Patriotic" — was supported by the red, white and
blue decorations and cake to celebrate everyone's birthday. Participants
from the Murray Chapter were: Hays; Laura Dziekonski, Kentucky Division
Secretary; Jeanne Fleming, Murray Chapter President; Shirley Reamer,
Murray Chapter President-Elect; Sarah Alexander, Murray Chapter Treasurer;
Marion Hale, Division Strategic Planning Committee Chair. Also pictured are
Dottie Everly CPS, and Suzanne Stimson CPS, members at large. The meeting concluded with President Hays presenting "Our Flag, Things You Should
Know" and Flag Etiquette.
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President Looks Back
HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO JOIN?

time processing fee of
For a Professional member, there is a onea total of $88 (U.S.).
for
.),
(U.S
$15(U.S.) and annual dues of $53
for Kentucky Division
and
00
Annual dues for Murray Chapter are $5.
$86.00
and
year
are $8.00 for a total of $81.00 for the first
thereafter.
PROFESSIONAL
DO I HAVE TO HOLD THE CERTIFIED
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ADM
SECRETARY(CPS)OR CERTWED
A MEMBER?
OME
PROFESSIONAL(CAP)RATING TO BEC
No, certification is not a requirement
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THERE'S NO EXCUSE NOT TO JOI

nal training, leadership
IAAP's purpose is to provide educatio
orking opportunities for its
development, publications, and netw
rmation about the local chapter
members worldwide. For further info
of IAAP, please contact:
Kay Hays CAP
MSU Department of History
68 Faculty HaN
Murray KY 42071-3341
the following to receive
270-762-2234 or complete and mail
pter IMP.
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The first time I was President of our
organization it was called "National
Secretaries Association"(NSA). The name
was later changed to "Professional
Secretaries International"(PSI), and
n
recently became "International Associatio
P),
(IAA
nals"
ssiei
Profe
ve
of Administrati
because most offices now had Office
Administrators, Executive Assistants, etc.,
instead of "secretaries."
iWith all the changes though, our organ
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It is also a worldwide organization
in
allowing our members to be involved
at
issues on not only a local level, but also
n.
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s
acros
and
level
state
the
We attend Kentucky Division
Conventions that bring together office
workers from across our state, the
13
Southeast District, which encompasses
been
even
have
ers
memb
some
and
s,
state
a part of the International Conventions
where they have met professionals from
very
around the world who are facing the
deal
same challenges and concerns that we
ay.
Murr
in
here
with
We have a vital organization, and I
to
strongly encourage office professionals
our
in
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ers
become memb
s
Murray chapter. You will meet individual

GREY'S

Murray State University
thanks its support staff
membersfor their
excellent contributions
to the university
community.
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We tip our hat to the dedicated
County!
Administrative Professionals in Calloway
- Lynda Grey Houck, Broker
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Kentucky Division
Fall Board &
Education Forum
Owensboro, Ky., was the meeting
location for the Kentucky Division Fall
Board and Education Forum on October
16, 2004. Members attending were: Kay
Hays CAP, Kentucky Division President;
Laura Dziekonski, Kentucky Division
Secretary: Jeanne Fleming, Murray
Chapter President; Shirley Reamer.
Murray Chapter President-Elect. and
Marion Hale, Strategic Planning
Committee Division Chair.
Jeremy Mayes from ComSuit
Associates, LLC presented the informative seminar entitled "Your Attitude Is
Showing." All division members and
delegates enjoyed the materials and discussion presented by Mr. Mayes.
Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
were awarded.
Following the educational seminar,
the business meeting was conducted consisting of reports given by Kentucky
Division Officers, Chapter Presidents,
Standing Committees and Special
Appointees.

2004 Murray Chapter Officers (clockwise from top left) Sarah Alexander, Treasurer; Brenda Kimbro, Corresponding
Secretary; Ann Fraher, Recording Secretary; Marion Hale, Vice President; Shirley Reamer, Pies.-Elect; and Jeanne
Fleming, President.
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Congratulations Marilyn Chatman,
Mary Browning & Debbie Alsman
White House Building
711 Main • Murray, Kentucky
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Chamber OfCommerce
Call us at 753-5171 to find out how your
company can become a Chamber Member.
Visit the Chamber on the web at www.mymurray.com
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Administrative Professionals
Week celebrated since 1952
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Thank
YoU •••
The Murray chapter of IAAP would like to extend its appreciation to Joanne Bailey of Briggs and

'Innovation Advances
Administrative
Professionals' picked as
theme for 2004-05
!AAP hosted the 59th Annual International Convention and
Education Forum in Washington, DC July 31-August 4, 2004. Kay
Hays CAP, Kentucky Division President, and Laura Dziekonski,
Kentucky Division Secretary, representing the Murray Chapter, were
among the 2,100 administrative professionals from eight countries in
attendance.
The conference inclurW presentations by world renowned
keynote speakers, introduction of the latest office products and services at the Office Expo and numerous opportunities to build professional networks with other colleagues. A variety of educational seminars and workshops were available, as well as video theaters to view
numerous educational videos during the convention.
The 2004-05 International Board of Directors and the
International Trustees for the Retirement Trust Foundation were
installed. Jo A. Peay,the 2004-05 International President, announced
her theme for the year, "Innovation Advances Administrative
Professionals."
During her acceptance speech she challenged the members to
"step out of their comfort zones, have confidence to engage in creativity, fully utilize our diverse talents, share ideas and success stories, and 'Soar with your Strengths*."

Stratton for her assistance and patience with photographs for this publication. Also, thanks to the business of Pella Corporation who provided meeting room facilities. A big thanks to this year's Executive of
the Year judges: Ms. Mary Carpenter, Director, Obion County Library, Union City, Tenn.; Eric M.
Wilson, Attorney at Law, Burns & Wilson, Tuscaloosa, Ala.: and T. Scott Lyons Ph.D., Assistant
Professor, Exercise Science, Physical Education Recreation Department, Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, Ky
. .; Administrative Professional of the Year 2005 judges: Ms. Gail Hendon, Murray
State University; Mr. Bob Hargrove, The Murray Bank; Ms. Alice Rouse, The Murray Ledger and
Times, all of Murray Ky.
A thank you to Mr. Carl Woods for the program agenda at the banquet; WNBS Breakfast Show for
the promotional interview at Martha's Breakfast Show; Joe Pat James radio show and Captain D's for 26
years of day-after interviews with award recipients; monthly meeting speakers: Major Richard Palmer,
Mr. Philip Justice, Ms. Cassidy Palmer, Brother William Duffield, Kay Hays CAP and Ann Fraher;
Murray State University; The Murray Woman's Club Music Department Ensemble; lo Burkeen, John
Wright, Slone Cansler, Eric Walker, Mary Ann Orr, and the entire staff for publishing our monthly activities, special events and the annual Administrative Professionals Week Tabloid from the Murray Ledger
and Times; AND to all our executives for supporting us.
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International Association of
Administrative Professionals**

18 YEARS OF PROVIDING TEMPORARY AND/
OR PERMANENT OFFICE WORKERS!!

MSU STUDENT AFFAIRS

Let us do the interviewing for you...

Salutes allour Office Professionals

For your temporary or permanent employee needs call...

and Suyyort Staff

OFFICE

INC.

Providing trained professionals
• Secretarial Services
• Computer Operators
III Accounting/Bookkeeping
III Receptionists
Providing temporary employment
ty Ile Vie cry
( ...T1
when you need it most for...
• Maternity Leaves
III Leaves of Absence
• Vacation/Sick Days
II Peak Overload Times
We pay employee taxes and workers compensation
todil if

t(U details

753-5650

1303 Clayton Drive
Murray, KY 42071

Carol Allen, Lee Anderson, Marilyn Bell, Diane
Blakely, Lori Brisendine, Lynda Chaney,
Marianna Chrysilou, Renae Conner, Felicia
Curry, Angela Darnell, Rita Douglas, Kimberlee
Elder, Rhonda Felts, Jan Fuqua, Barbara Gibbs,
Debbie Griffin, Dee Gupton, Lyn Henderson,
Cheryl Hicks, Pat Hosford, Pam Jones, Rhonda
Lamb,Ruth LaRock, Renee Lax, Carolyn Leslie,
Jo Ann Mathis, Sabrina Mathis, Candice Miller,
Clover Paradise, Phyllis Price, Barbara Rose,
Carol Solmon, Stacy Therrien, Gale Vinson,
June Welter, Becky Wilder, Dena Wisehart, Gail
Woolridge, and Donna York.
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